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INTRODUCTION
Through the years, there have been persons discriminated
against in employment. Recognition of this situation gave rise
to employment policies indicating that discrimination would not
be allowed. However, since non-discrimination policies have not
been effective in combating discrimination, a new policy, called
"affirmative action", has come into existence. The National
Civil Service League has defined affirmative action in the
following manner:
Affirmative action is a comprehensive effort
by an employer to:
(1) identify all barriers in the personnel
management system which limit the ability of
applicants and employees to reach their full
employment potential, without regard to race,
sex, religion, national origin or other
extraneous factors.
(2) eliminate all such barriers in a timely,
coordinated manner.
(3) undertake whatever special programs are
needed to accelerate the process.
Affirmative action plans are required for all institutions
with federal contracts totaling $50,000 or more and public
institutions v/hich in the past have been exempt, are now included
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as of October 4, 1972. In addition, affirmative action is
concerned with community responsibility to minorities, and
requires taking positive steps toward the elimination of
inequality and discrimination.
Since affirmative action attempts to combat discrimination,
one must understand how discrimination works in order to under-
stand affirmative action works. Before affirmative action was
required, the federal government required institutions to follow
a policy of non-discrimination. The courts in the past have
described three stages of discrimination.
(1) Evil Intent - this stage was characterized by
signs such as "No Irish Need Apply", or the evil
intent in the state of mind of the person accused
of discrimination.
(2) Unequal Treatment - this stage focused on the
actions of the person accused of discrimination.
(3) Unequal Effect - this stage requires a complete
reevaluation of all employment practices in a
particular institution.
This project will review in depth the process involved in
the writing of the Kansas Department of Economic Development's
affirmative action plan. A vital part of this process will be to
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determine if the Kansas Department of Economic Development is
discriminatory in its employment practices. Specifically, this
project will attempt to determine how the variables of sex, race
and educational level of employees are related to the problems
of hiring, promotion and salary.
Data for the verification of the abovementioned variables
in discriminatory practices will be collected from within the
agency. Census information will be utilized from Kansas 1970
General Social and Economic Characteristics by the U. S. Bureau
of the Census.
In this report, I will refer to the term "minorities" to
mean racial and cultural minorities as well as women. Racial and
cultural minorities include Blacks, Orientals, American Indians
and Spanish surnamed Americans.
Across the country, affirmative action is receiving strong
emphasis. The Federal Government realizes that employment problems
involving discrimination demand not just a statement of "non-
discrimination", but an affirmative effort to correct present
effects of past discriminations a commitment to undertake a
strong "affirmative action plan".
Chapter 1
REVIEW OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Since 1941. the Federal Government has been interested in
the area of discriminatory employment practices. This recognized
concern resulted in the issuing of a non-discrimination policy.
However, Executive Order 10925 (1959-1963), initiated by President
Kennedy called for "affirmative action" instead of "non-
discrimination". It was under Executive Order 10925 that the
area of affirmative action gained considerable emphasis. This
order called for action towards the elimination of discrimination.
A contractor under Executive Order 10925 now had direct responsi-
bility to recruit minorities for employment. In 1965 President
Johnson issued Executive Order 11246, calling for the insertion
of affirmative action clauses in the contracts of all those
conducting business with the government. State and local govern-
ment units, insofar as they may be contractors with the federal
government, are covered by Executive Order 11246, which forbids
discrimination on the part of federal contractors. Executive
Order 11246 served to consolidate prior federal orders (dating
back to 1941) to secure equal employment opportunity on federal
and federally assisted contracts.
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Pointing out the differences between Executive Order 10925
and Executive Order 11246, Sherain made the following observations:
Executive Order 11246 does not set aside the classification of
race and color, but rather builds its requirements upon those
classifications.
In Executive Order 11245, for the first time, we are
talking about numerical goals of a certain percentage
of minority group employees in the contractor's
workforce. For the first time in this long string of
executive orders, we are not talking about "equality
of treatment", but "equality of result". Concluding
that in a sense, the requirements of Executive Order
10925 require the contractor to be "actively color-
blind." "Color-blindness", equality of "treatment" -
this is the approach of Harland in Plessy v. Ferguson,
Congress in Title VII, and Kennedy in 10925.
QExecutive Order 11375 was issued October 13, 1967. This order,
issued two years after Executive Order 11246, extends its
provisions to include sexual discrimination in employment.
With the passage of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act
of 1972, state and local governments have become subject to the
provisions against employment discrimination in the Equal Pay Act
of 1963, and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Consequently, state
and local government employees became fully covered by'both the
Equal Pay Act of 1963 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. The social and political purpose of the Equal Pay Act
has been described by the Third Circuit Court in a case involving
Shultz V. Wheaton Glass Co., 1970 as follows:
The Act was intended as a broad character
of women's rights in the economic field.
It sought to overcome the age-old belief
in women's inferiority and to eliminate the
depressing effects on living standards of
reduced wages for female workers and the
economic and social consequences which flow
from it.
12
421 F.2d at 265
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act states that a
person shall not be discriminated in emploiment because of race,
sex, or ethnic origin. In the passage of this legislation,
employment shall be on the basis of merit alone or the ability to
perform the job. The new March 24, 1972 amendments to Title VII
give the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission the power to
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enforce this legislation by court action if necessary. The
Equal Opportunity Act of 1972 gives the federal government new
enforcement responsibilities for eliminating discriminatory
employment practices among state and local governments, including
the authority to seek court enforcement for equal employment
decisions and the authority to bring civil actions against state
or local governments. It has been suggested that the 4-Sgal base
of affirmative action is the "due process clause of the fifth
amendment, the fifth article of the fourteenth amendment, and the
14
commerce clause.
Reinforcing merit employment concepts should be the task
of affirmative action plans. This reinforcement can be done by
assuring that all segments of our society have an opportunity to
enter public service on the basis of open competition and
advance according to their ability. To accomplish this one must
alleviate barriers such as tests which lack validity, inadequate
publicity about job openings, unrealistic job requirements, and
insufficient opportunity for upward mobility. Affirmative action
programs must be comprehensive, and cover all elements of
personnel policy and practice.
State governments have a requirement for the public sector
to avoid discrimination. This has been given to them by direct
application of constitutional law to government action. In
Wieman v. Updegraff , the Supreme Court has ruled that "public
employees are entitled to constitutional protection against
unreasonable action by the government." In this decision the
Supreme Court declares, "we need not pause to consider whether an
abstract right to public employment exists, it is sufficient to
say that constitutional protection does extend to the public
servant.
. .
.
"
Chapter 2
METHODS AND MATERIALS
As part of the process of constructing an affirmative
action plan, data is needed both on the specific institution, in
this case the Kansas Department of Economic Developnent, for which
the plan is being prepared and on the State of Kansas.
Data concerning present employees of the agency (which is
required by the Department of Housing and Urban Development as
indicated in Appendix III) was obtained from an agency administra-
tive officer who is also charged with agency personnel ^-uties. An
up-to-date list of employees was obtained from agency files along
with specific information on the sex and race of all employees.
Since all employees in the Agency are under Civil Service,
positions of all employees were identified within their respective
Kansas Civil Service salary ranges. These positions are described
in Appendix VII.
Data on positions of employees is needed to determine if
minorities are equally distributed in the range of professional
and non-professional positions. Agency data was compiled from
agency files on salaries of employees to determine if minorities
8
^.f i,)0«5lving a "fair share" of monies from federal, state and
;>-il tutiiiing sources and also to determine if minorities are
t.--c'. vuio lower salaries for relatively equal positions. Length
; ..-.'loyment is another variable needed in the collection of
• ;'-.-ov ^lata to aid in determining promotion trends within the
a lercv. The education level of employees was also obtained from
a .fr.~y files and from the employees themselves. This information
IB ree-ied to determine if there are any discrepancies in the level
o: eJ-cation as compared to agency job positions as described in
Appcr.dix VI.
Data on the State of Kansas is needed to determine the
aiicr.cy's prospective employment pool. Population statistics were
obtained from 1970 General, Social and Economic Characteristics of
t.-.o State of Kansas . This information was provided by the U. S.
B-Lireau of the Census. Information was obtained on the number of
r.inorities in the employment pool in the State of Kansas. This
data includes total numbers and percentages of minority group
members. Also data on education was also obtained from this
publication. This data was needed to provide an estimate of
employment skills available in the State of Kansas. Since the
Kansas Department of Economic Development is under Kansas Civil
Service, data on agency minorities and non-minorities in Kansas
Civil Service was also gathered.
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From the above data, it will be determined if the Kansas
Department of Economic Development is discriminatory, and if so,
to what extent does this discrimination involve the problem areas
of hiring, promotion and salary in the employment of minorities.
Methods used to determine this will be primarily measures of
central tendency involving the mean of variables and the use of
frequency distribution. The above methods will be used in
compiling information on the agency and the State of Kansas.
Chapter 3
ANALYSIS OF DATA
An overall view of how the Kansas Department of Economic
Development functions within the State of Kansas is portrayed in
an organizational chart which has been included in Appendix VIII.
This agency is located on a line position rather than on a staff
position on the chart. This means that the agency is operative
rather than administrative in function.
To locate possible areas of discrimination, an analysis is
needed of the employment data which is located in Appendix IV-
Section VI. The variables of sex, race, position, salary, length
of agency employment and education will be examined in-depth and
compared with census data on the State of Kansas to analyze the
effects on hiring, promotion, and salary of agency employees.
To compare TABLE 1 with the State of Kansas (data on state
in Appendix I), out of a total of 1,101,176 males in Kansas, there
are 592,251 males in the labor force age 16 and over. In contrast,
there are a total of 1,145,402 women in the State of Kansas and
330,277 of them are in the labor force age 16 years and over.
11
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Men represent 64% of the total state labor force, while women
represent 36% of the total work force. Thus, it can be concluded
that the agency has 12% more women employed than women represented
in the total state labor force.
TABLE 1 classifies the agency employees by race. As
indicated, the labor force of the agency has 28 whites and 1 non-
white. Thus, whites make up 97% of the total agency work force,
while non-whites represent 3% of the total agency labor force.
TABLE 1
KDED EMPLOYEES AS OF JANUARY 1, 1974 BY SEX AND RACE
Whites % Non-Whites % Total
15 52 15 52
13 41 1 7 14 48
Males
Females
TOTALS 28 93% 1 1% 29 100%
SOURCE: Appendix IV-Section VI
To compare the agency employees by sex and race, TABLE 1
Indicates that for agency men, there are a total of 15 whites and
no non-white men employed at the agency. For the women employees,
TABLE 1 indicates that there are a total of 13 whites and 1 non-
white woman employed at the agency. This non-white is a Black
woman
.
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In analyzing state (3ata on whites and non-whites in
relation to TABLE 1 by sex and race, state data indicates that
there are 565,822 white males in the state labor force, 23,175
blacks, and 11,453 persons of Spanish language in the Kansas labor
force. Of the total state labor force, whites represent 95% and
non-whites 5% of the total state labor force. The agency has only
one racial minority and census information shows that there is a
sufficient employment pool of racial minorities within the State of
Kansas upon which to draw from. Thus, the agency is discriminating
in the area of employing racial minorities.
TABLE 2
KDED EMPLOYEE POSITIONS AS OF JANUARY 1, 1974 BY SEX
TOTALS
Male Female
Civil Service % of % of Total
Grade No. Men No. Women Employees
1-5
6-10 1 7 a 57 9
11 - 15 1 7 1
16 - 20 1 7 1
21 - 25 9 60 4 13 13
26 - 30 5 33 -. 5
15 100% 14 100%
SOURCE: Appendix IV-Section VI
29
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TABIiE 2 is a comparison of positions for males and females
by Civil Service grade numbers. Employee positions along with
these grade numbers are located in Appendix IV-Section VI, and
positions are described in Appendix VII.
To contrast the positions of men with women employees
examine TABLE 2 to discover that in grade positions 6 - 10, men
represent 7% of total male employees, while women represent 57%
of total female employees. This pattern reverses itself as one
moves up the grade ladder such that 33% of the total male work
force is employed in grade 26 - 30 positions, while women are not
represented in these positions at all. It can be noted that the
one female racial minority employed is in grade group 6-10.
To compare TABLE 2 with census data from the State of Kansas,
occupations for employed persons in the state under the categories
of professional, technical and kindred workers; managers and
administrative; and clerical workers were examined for minorities
in comparison to non-minorities. These categories were examined
since they relate to the range of positions in the agency. State
results indicate that women make up 44% of professional, technical
and kindred workers, while racial minorities make up 3%. In the
area of managers and administrators, women represent 17% of this
area, while racial minorities represent 2%. In the area of
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clerical and kindred workers, women hold 75% of these positions,
while racial minorities hold 4% of these positions in the State
of Kansas. Thus, men in contrast to women hold 56% of
professional, technical and kindred worker positions; 63% of
manager and administrator positions; and only 25% of all clerical
and kindred worker positions. To compare whites with non-whites
for the state, whites make up 97% of the professional, technical
and kindred positions, while non-whites represent 3%. Whites hold
98% of manager and administrator positions, while non-whites hold
2% of these positions. VThites hold 96% of state positions for
clerical and kindred workers, while non-whites hold 4% of these
positions. The "non-whites" in this census data are Blacks and
persons of Spanish language.
The tabulations from KDED in TABLE 2 clearly indicate that
women occupy the lower positions with the agency. In addition,
there are no males in the middle grades 11 - 20, yet 14% of the
female work force are employed here. There are no women in grade
positions 26 - 30 which are management level positions. From the
above statistics, it can be concluded that the agency is
discriminatory in its hiring for women in that most are hired in
lower grade positions. Also, the agency is discriminatory in the
area of promotion for women, since there are no women in the
16
management and administrative levels. This in contrast with
state data that indicates that 17% of the total Kansas female
labor force classified in this area. And this is not to defend
the 17% figure as a natural division of talent or as an employ-
ment goal. As noted, there is one racial minority employee and
this minority is employed in grade position 6-10. This indicates
the trend of hiring minorities in lower grades.
TABLE 3
KDED EMPLOYEE AVERAGE SALARY BY SEX AS OF JANUARY 1, 1974
Male Female
% of % of
Total Total Department
5 Salaries 2 Salaries Average
Average Salary 1139 63% 673 37% 750
SOURCE: Appendix IV-Section VI
Salaries are shown for each employee in the list of
employees located in Appendix IV-Sectlon VI. These salaries were
tabulated for the separate categories of male/female and a mean
was found for each category. The results are shown in TABLE 3.
On the average, men receive $466 more per month than women
employees. Men with only one more than half the total employment,
receive almost two/thirds of available employee salaries. Thus,
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men are on an average receiving 51% above the agency average of
$750 per month and women 10% below the agency average salary.
This agency data indicates that minorities discriminated against
in salaries. Thus, minorities are not receiving their "fair share"
of agency funding sources. Yet Census data illustrates that there
are sufficient numbers of minorities within the state to equally
distribute into all salary grades.
TABLE 4
KDED EMPLOYEES AVERAGE LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT BY SEX
AS OF JANUARY 1, 1974 IN YEARS BY SEX
Male Female
Average Length Of
Employment In Years 4.6 6.5
SOURCE: Appendix IV-Section VI
TABLE 4 indicates the average length of employment for both
sexes at the agency. A mean for the number of years employed was
determined from the data on time employed at the agency (also
located in Appendix IV-Section VI). Women, on the average, have
been employed nearly two years longer than men at the agency.
This information is yet another indication of discrimination
in the agency's employment pattern. Although women are on the
18
average employed longer than men in the agency, the men occupy
about 90% of the professional positions at the agency, this a
clear indication of discrimination in promotion opportunities.
TABLE 5
KDED EMPLOYEES EDUCATION LEVEL BY SEX AS OF JANUARY 1, 1974
Males Females Total
Education Level No. % No. % Male & Female
High School 2 13 9 64 11
BA/BS 9 60 3 21 12
MA/MS 4 27 2 15 6
TOTALS 15 100% 14 100% 29
SOURCE: Appendix IV-Section VI
TABLE 5 indicates the education level of agency employees
by sex. These results were tabulated from the employee list in
Appendix IV-Section VI. The census data in Appendix I on the
State of Kansas can be used to evaluate TABLE 5. Statewide data
indicates that 40% of males aged 20 - 49 have a high school
education, and 37% have one or more years of college. For the
women in the state aged 15 - 44 years old, 42% have completed
high school, and 26% have one or more years of college.
In comparing the census data of whites with blacks and
persons of Spanish language that have a high school education.
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41% of the whites, 36% of the blacks and 34% of persons of
Spanish language have a high school education. Whites that have
completed more than one year of college represent 31% of total
males aged 20 - 49, and total females aged 15 - 44 within the
state. In contrast, 17% of the total blacks in the state and
20% of persons of Spanish language have completed one or more
years of college.
The agency's employment of 64% of its female staff with
high school degrees is not representative of state female
education attainments. In addition, since women on the average
have been employed longer at the agency than men, women could be
represented in professional and especially management level
positions were it not for discrimination. As mentioned above,
the one racial minority employed at the agency is in a low grade
position while state data indicates that minorities are acquiring
increased education after high school. Therefore, the present
trend of hiring minorities and not promoting them to higher
positions should not continue.
Chapter 4
DEVELOPMENT OF
KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT'S
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
After gathering the needed data and identifying the major
employment problem areas of the Kansas Department of Economic
Developnent, the next step is the construction of an affirmative
action plan itself. Appendix II contains the first draft of the
affirmative action plan submitted to HUD. This draft contains
the planning director's comments and my response to his comments.
In Appendix III are HUD's comments and recommendations for
compiling the affirmative action plan.
The National Civil Service League's Models for Affirmative
Action lists topic areas necessary for affirmative action plans.
These topics and comments regarding the Kansas Department of
Economic Development's responses are as follows:
1. Commitment from the chief executive officer—the
chief executive and each agency head should
enunciate and periodically reaffirm an explicit
equal opportunity policy in order to promote
20
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acceptance and support. Kansas Department of
Economic Development's affirmative action plan
has this chief executive support in that HUD
requires that the affirmative action plan be
approved by the board of commissioners. The
agency's director is the secretary of the com-
mission and thus must personally endorse the
affirmative action plan and see that its goals
are carried out.
Designation of an affirmative action coordinator
and assignment of specific responsibilities. The
agency's affirmative action officer is designated
and their duties are outlined in Section III of the
affirmative action plan in Appendix IV. It is
recommended that this person be a high ranking
minority employee to effectively implement this
affirmative action plan.
Outreach recruitment— this should be led and
coordinated by the personnel agency. The personnel
agency should initiate and maintain communications
with minority community leaders to develop mutual
understanding of needs. There should be emphasis
*22
in recruitment contacts that non-discrimination
is a basic element of personnel administration.
The agency plan contains outreach recruitment in
that recruitment efforts must be documented for
each agency position. This documentation form is
found in Appendix IV, Attachment 1.
4. Job analysis, and where needed, job restructuring.
This area is also included in Section IV-G under
Job Classification. The plan calls for an annual
review of job structures, duties and responsibilities
for each agency position.
5. Validation and revision of examinations, educational
requirements and all other screening criteria. The
area that covers this item is the Recruitment Section
which includes the statement that efforts shall be
made to find legal ways to go beyond the frozen Civil
Service list in hiring.
5. Upgrading and training programs— this item is covered
in Section IV-H for the purpose of increasing hiring
and promotion of minorities.
7. Internal complaint procedure--internal complaint
procedure is outlined for the agency step-by-step in
• W"
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Section IV-J, and this section also outlines final
recourse actions employees can take.
8. Supervisory training— this is also covered in
Section IV-H.
9. Employment census and progress report system
—
employment census information is included in
Section IV and a yearly progress reporting system
is provided with Attachment 2 of the agency plan.
I
There is also a recruitment reporting system included
in Attachment 1 of the agency plan which is designed
to document agency recruitment efforts.
10. Manpower planning—Section VII of the agency's plan
includes a proposed employment plan for the
following year which provides this required manpower
planning.
These ten elements were the base for the first draft submitted to
HUD.
hud's reply included six areas. First they required a
second part to the affirmative action plan which covers contracting.
Second, HUD required that the affirmative action officer be named
within the plan itself. Third, specific goals should be stated'
for each of the policy areas. Fourth, HUD required that the
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agency state how they plan to recruit minorities in agency
employment and fifth, in contracting. Lastly, HUD required a
racial breakdovm of the agency's present staff along with a
proposed next year's staffing plan (the above items are in
Appendix III - February 1, 1974 letter).
The scope then, of affirmative action programs must be
comprehensive covering all elements of personnel policy and
practice. Focusing on one or two areas, such as recruitment and
selection, to the exclusion of other areas will not assure the
desired results. HUD guidelines for the writing of local public
agency affirmative action plans are located in Appendix V from
Executive Order 11246 starting on page 28. If the items covered
in the February 27, 1974 meeting with HUD along with their
February 1, 1974 letter in Appendix III are met in the submission
of the agency affirmative action plan, then HUD officials stated
that the plan is in compliance with their guidelines.
Section V of the agency affirmative action plan contains
the time table for implementing the affirmative action plan.
Mere good-faith intentions are not enough to properly implement
an affirmative action plan, but rather that time tables are needed
to show the seriousness of the agency involved in accomplishing
affirmative action goals and objectives. In the February 27, 1974
'T'^
'
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meeting in Kansas City, Kansas v/ith HUD officials, they stated
that the length of the time table for accomplishing affirmative
action goals should not exceed one (1) year in duration.
Chapter 5
ISSUES IN IMPLEMENTATION
After the completion of an affirmative action plan, the
next concern is that of implementation. Passive prohibition of
discriminatory acts is not enough to insure success in implementa-
tion of an affirmative action plan. Some areas of concern in
affirmative action plans that are vital to the promotion of equal
opportunity are goals, recruitment, hiring standards, written
tests, the rule of five selection and promotion systems.
In the area of implementation, goals are mistaken for
quotas in affirmative action plans. The difference between the
two is that the aim of the former is "inclusion" and the aim of
the latter is "exclusion". Quantitative or niomerical goals must
not be construed as mandatory employment quotas. This type of
goal must be kept flexible and based upon the supply of minority
members available within the surrounding employment pool. If
stated goals are not met, management should access the reasons
for not accomplishing these goals.
26
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Recruitment is also an implementation issue in affirmative
action plans. In considering the legal aspects of recruitment in
the eyes of the courts, they have recognized that recruitment
systems are often discriminatory. Some recruiting systems have a
tendency to produce an all white or all male work force. The idea
of recruitment in affirmative action plans is to produce an
integrated list of perspective employees.
While writing an affirmative action plan it is necessary
to remember that some hiring standards actually result in the
exclusion of minorities. For example, a height requirement may
exclude more women and Chicano's and likewise a standard of no
criminal record for a particular job tends to exclude more blacks.
Thus, hiring standards are an important issue in affirmative action
19implementation.
Civil Service written tests can also hinder the enforcement
of a strong affirmative action plan. This is an issue of
affirmative action Implementation in that in taking written tests
it has been proven that racial minorities produce a higher failure
rate in test results. Tests are based on one's culture and
socialization which for racial minorities are patterned differently
than for white society. This explains in part the high failure
rate for racial minorities. Therefore an agency should prove that
w-:.^^^;-
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a test can actually predict performance of an actual position,
and if this cannot be proven, the test should be eliminated since
20it will only serve to hinder affirmative action enforcement.
The rule of five selection process in Kansas Civil Service
positions limits recruitment and thus the hiring of minorities.
Personnel officials must select the top five available applicants
for a certain position. This can be an issue in affirmative
action implementation in that many times minorities are qualified
but do not appear on the final selection lists. This system can
be operated to purposely exclude minorities. The courts will in
the future be looking into this situation because these applicants
are prospective employees and qualified even though they are not
21
on the list of five.
Promotion systems can also be a block to affirmative action
implementation. This might be a major problem for the agency
affirmative action plan at Kansas Department of Economic Develop-
ment because of rigid Civil Service systems of classifications.
Some of these Civil Service systems freeze employees into certain
job lines, and this has the effect of discrimination since the
employee must overcome several barriers in moving from one job
line to another. These limitations on transferring from one job
line to another weakens the goals and policies of the affirmative
action plan and thus the implementation of the plan itself. ^^
*•
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Appendix VI contains HUD guidelines on affirmative action
complaint procedures. However, before conditions get to complaint
filings the U. S. Civil Service Commission gives hints on how to
remedy certain discriminatory employment situations. ^^
First
,
where an individual person has been
found to be the victim of an unlawful
employment practice, he or she should be
given priority consideration for the next
expected vacancy, regardless of his or her
relative 'ability ranking' at the time the
new hire is made—because were it not for
the act of discrimination, he or she would
in fact be on the job.
Second
, affirmative action plans need to be
utilized to fill additional available
vacancies and the key to such plans is often
an imaginative program of advertising and
recruitment in order to open up sources of
eligible applicants which had simply never
been sought out before.
When solutions to these issues of implementation involving
affirmative action plans fail, complaints can be filed against an
agency or institution in the following manner: ^^
1. A charge is filed with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.
2. Investigation of facts.
3. Deferral in a situation where there is a state
agency administering an enforceable fair employment
^
practice law, investigation is delayed for at least
60 days to permit deferral of the case to a state or
30
local anti-discrimination agency administering
legislation comparable in scope to Title VII.
4. Finding and conciliation— if discrimination is
found, persons will be notified of the fact and
provided with an opportunity to eliminate the
discrimination through informal methods of
conciliation.
5. Enforcement— if conciliation fails, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission can refer the
case to the U. S. Attorney General who may bring
a suit in Federal District Court, or if the
U. S. Attorney General does not bring a suit, the
individual who filed the charge may bring a suit
on his or her own.
Therefore, there are many issues involved in the implementa-
tion of affirmative action plans. The mere existence of an
affirmative action plan does not ensure the elimination of
discrimination. Likewise goals and time tables do not remedy the
situation because there are other more hidden discrimination
problems. For those problems where no solution or conciliation
can be reached, complaints may be filed by using procedures
outlined above or as detailed HUD guidelines in Appendix VI.
chapter 6
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this non-thesis project has been to write
an Affirmative Action for tlie Kansas Department of Economic
Development. Also, it has been determined how the variables of
sex, race and educational level of employees are related to the
problems of hiring, promotion and salary. This project has
reviewed the process of writing an affirmative action plan for
the Kansas Department of Economic Development. It is hoped that
these procedures might aid others charged with the task of
writing affirmative action plans. All affirmative action plans
are designed to work towards the elimination of discrimination
and are backed by federal legislation.
From the data collected on the agency for the writing of
the affirmative action plan, it can be concluded that the Kansas
Department of Economic Development is discriminatory in its
employment practices. The agency is discriminatory in the area
of employing racial minorities. Racial minorities are not well
represented and women are under-employed. Minorities receive on
the average almost half that of men. State data also indicates
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that the agency is hiring minorities into low-salary positions.
Present women employees are also on the average employed longer
than the men employees at the agency. However, the data indicates
that women tend to remain in the same positions. Although state
data indicates that there are large numbers of minorities with
some college, it appears that the agency has an over balance of
women with high school education. Women have occupied the lower
civil service employment grades and at present over 50% of the
women employees are still employed in civil service salary grades
10 and under. In contrast 90% of the men employees are employed
in civil service salary grades of 18 and above. The agency is
discriminatory in that sufficient drawing pools are available in
the State of Kansas to eliminate such problem areas. Also, these
problems could be eliminated if the agency provided equal
opportunity in hiring, promotion and salary for minorities.
However, the writing of an affirmative action plan does not
guarantee non-discrimination. It is the way in which the plan is
implemented that aids in alleviating discrimination. Implementa-
tion of an affirmative action plan is the most complicated part of
affirmative action plans, and if implementation fails, the
affirmative action plan fails also. Any plan, unless properly
Implemented is unsuccessful. Implementation issues in
'
, .
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affirmative action plans are those of goals, recruitment, hiring
standards, written tests, rule of five selection and promotion
systems. These are areas unless properly monitored will promote
discrimination.
'^^, :
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN - AGENCY COMMENTS
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It Is the eoai of Kansas Deuartn^nl of Econo-nic Development to assure
••qual opportunity to qualified apiiicants regardless of sex, race, reiigicn,
or national origin. Key points of the following Affirmative Action Program
are these;
General Policy
1. To establish a policy of incrpasing ninorities and women in all employ-
ment aspects of the Aeency.
2. To establish a policy of promoting and/or hiring minorities and women
into professional positions.
3. To establish a policy of actively rectif^-ing existing salary related to
sex, race, or national origin and to establish a mepn.'^ ;o avoid creating
such discrepancies in the. future.
h. To establish a poUcy of equality in reci-uiting, hiring, promotion and
all ert:i.o>Tent aspects of t he A^encv.
:, ^c(^ t^^^ U<^ ^^^^f
This Affi-rati-'e Action Prorran cor:pUe3 vith sut is not restricted to:
Revispd Orrter Is'o. !i ("^ede-al 'ierist.sr. Vol. 36, Ko. 23L, Decsr.ber h, 1971)
Title Ijl—Part 60-2-Arfir-^t:Te Action Proc;ran,s, Subcart B-Rec!.iir-d
Contents of ATfirr-ative Action Frsera,-^, 6-^-2.10
Purpose of ai"rirr=.tive action cro::rai:::
An affir:iative action pr-jran is a set of specific ar.w result -or^»ntf>ri
proced-res to •-hich a contractor co-nits hir^elf to accly every eood'
'
l.iith e^ort. .he ob.-iecti-e of those proce-r_ras plus si-ch effortsis equal er:?lo;,-r:snt opportunity, Froce^^r-:s
-.ithout effort to
make then
--.rk are r.eaninsless; and effort, undirected bv so^c-^fio
and T.eanin-ful proced^rres, is ina-'equate. An accertable'a--fir-=tive
_
_
_
action program
-ust include an analysis of areas vith-'n wh^ ch ^-=
contractor is deficient in the utiii-ation of .minority groups and
ITZ'^'r ^"u '7.^-1^' S"=^= ^"- tiretables to which the contractor'sgood r^th efforts ,^ust be directed to correct th.e deficiencies and,
all llttr'n^'"
^^terially the utilization of ^norities and vo.nen atevels and in all sements of his wrk 'orce where defic-roies
• exist, (.-eoeral Register, Vol, 36, Ho. 23a, Sece.-r.ber h, 1971)
SciSrMv^^riil^ni^, Office
_of the President. This order prohibits
imployr,ent
-^ s crimination b- e5:_lqysrs withje-'eral contracts and federally assisted
ronstr.ction contractors. These cont-actors and suncontractors are required to
.ractice non-discrin: nation in a'l aspects of their employment activity. They are
•ec^ir^d to take affir.native acti^«r.erever.
.necessary to remedy the effects of
ast discrimination and to cornter^t discriminatory ba^^iers to Soual Employment
pportunity
(DThe contractor will not discriminate a,-ainst any em-^loyee or- ;,^nii.=,n+ 'for enploj-.ent because of race, color,
-=i.-ion sir n-„°:
'•"!'""*.
The contr^^ctor will tak= a-ir'j—
-e ac*^' ^^ to ' ' J ^^^""-^^ °~sin,
are er.ployed, .nd that er.cio-^.t '^l!
'r~aLd ° "" T"-
^^^^^"^^
rerrard to their race colo^ -I^h: ""^ e'npl.-;.n-,ent v,i thout
action sball inci^df; "t-nott^Se^to Z^^^ ^^^"^.^^
uppradin.-, demotion, or tr^ns'eT-- -n^-,.; f-„^-..
^°^--r--^- e..,^ioj ,.ent,
layoff or'termi nation; rate's ;f'ca;"or o-h.'^n-rrT "'' -^•-erUsir..;
selection for traininc, xr.^^,-^vfVZ^^^ °k ^"""''^^-i""; ^^^
1
to cost in conscicuous clacks '"ava-able ;= e- f ' ""tractor arrees
for employment, notices' to be'cri^-^^L-'cnnr".""' ^^^'^-^^
TortH the provisions of this non^dl^^^^niuon ^2^' """ ""'"^
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(2) The contractor .dU, in ail soiicifcations or ^-^^f^^^^^^^ff!,:°^„ ,, ,i„d
enolove-s rl = cP-^ ov or on b-half of the contr3t:tor,
state that all quaU.i-
iSicants .till receix. cor^i-eration for enployr.ent vathout regard
to
race, color, r'=li'-ion, sex, or national on^in, ^ ^ ,
(Effective, October IJ, 156?)_
,.,^^ X -W- -^ f*^-^ ci.y^.-v^ y-...:^^
^'-7^•.
Ka r.sas Act A-ainst ^l.crj-ir.ation (K5A .L-lOOl. >-t .seaQ .
The State of Kan.as^^
^eclaT^s it3 policy to ass,:re ecu.! opportunities to
every citizen rerar-:les.
°^^J'
r«e. religion, color, national oricin or ancestry/
in sec-oring er.ployr.ent in any^^^^
field of •.•ork or ia'cor for which he is properly qualified.
To protect those Z^^'^'
llPhts, it IS further declared to 6e the purpose of
this act to establish and to^.^^^.
crovi-'e a State Coinrission having .over to elir^te discrirdnation
in er.ployr.en. ^2i^ c
either by employers or labor or-aniiations. -4^^ cZj-^.^
iA'.i«- CL:r =
The Kansas Code of ?air Practices.decisres the State's policy of felirdnation
. 'h
and prevention of discrimination by requiring arfir:7.ative non-discrirdnatory
action
In the apcointnent, assirrr^.ent and pror.ction of State perso-nel and in ail
other
State services and facilities.
m. Inplenentation Hes ronslnlllty - : .,
An empioyee of Kansas Depart.-ienl of Zconorac Deveiopr.ent shaJ.1 De designatsd
IS Affirrjtive Action OlTicer. It is i^jed that this person oe an assistant to^. .^ _^
"
the Director of KDSD ar.4 of a senior position. The person designated shall Ce^^a/
TOPan or ranority of ressonsibie chara-ter to effective!/ ir.pie.T.ent .this Affi.—.a- .
This position should car
tine Action Prceram. ^^e^-z,-^ ^^ ^^o<^^.^_^-,^ ^^ <.t^^ ;S<-7 -i-^__
j r-6 otner dutisf and a^s''' ;;r.r.errts in anditltn to Aflir~a-
tlve Action Officer. Prir-ary duties of ir.pleirenting the "ffimiative Action Progran
• (1) To impleirent this program
(2) To gather inforrnation reouired by federal regulations
(3) To act as Grievance Officer in assisting enployees in tns r-jsoiutiun jf
esses of alleged discrimination
(li) To distribute infon.-.ation in the 1" rid of ec--=l opportunity
Every iS»ps4^^?enS head of each Division of Kar^sas Departnent of Eoonordo
Dsveicp-.ent vdil act as an Affirmative Action contact person for his Division.
Tnese Division h°a'^s shall Oe responsible for seeing that federal regulations
sre circulated and followed in their Divisions.
....<.. ^
.
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An Arfir-aMve Action Co--itt.»e or Grievance Co--dttee shall
be fonr.ed to
settle alleged ^iscnni ration disputes. This cor-ittee shall ce
mafe up of profes-
sional and para-professional e-.ployees of KDED, rale and feT^le from
all Divisions.
It is sufT^ested that appointments and reti.-;^cnts to t.iis
co^.Tittee be r^de /2arly
and the coT-ittee shall consist of ^7-lO^r.enbers , --i-th the Chairran of
tjie Co-mttee
bein? the Director of KDr3.
The person designated responsible for personnel in KD2D shall follow federal
re£n:lations Eovsrning Affirmative Action Frogratns and stride to carry out the
eoals of this Program. Thfse persons responsible for persoanel shall report in
detail and with specific infomation to the Affir-:atiTe Action Officer when
requested 2Re--«»-ajX-Jcss^>-fe^^a€tes--e^^^%fe=^-^^ewkiti€H^-£tr-en'^
Since the person or oersons responsible for personnel are pri.iiarily responsible for
hiring in KDEI^, an increased effort is required on their part for success in
implenenting this rrogran.
1. t I—
C —
.^s. ^ -J t- -'i-, ,_ •_•' i---i^-_ ~ -f -^T-^ _ - 1.-; o\ '- _•-• .•' -r" 1 /< -
L/;<.> j^J-^^^ '^~v ;-<_ -- -^ .J-.--
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IV. Policy
A. K.S3enination of Policy
Folicics of tne Kansas Deaprt-.er.t of Econora.c rtevelopcent's Affir-.itive
Action Program wiii oe dissenanated oy the Affirr^tive Action Orficer with
the aid of the perscn or persons responsible for personnel. These policies
Should ee poster! on office bulletin ooards, in Agency reports and ir.e.iioranda,
and reported at staff r-.ecLings as necessary through the year.
B, Recruitr.ent
It is hoped that persopj; responsible for hiring at KDED vill increase
their efforts at locating and encouraging applicants of qualified women
.
and "inorities.
Ko division shall deny emploj-n^.snt to any individual on the Basis of
race, sex, color, relision, or rational origin, except as any of these can
- be proved to be necessazy qualifications for the job itself. It is hoped
that recruitrr.ent efforts on the part of the State Deaprt.-nent of Personnel
and the person or persons respor^ible for pcrsorjiel vill include efforts
to contact ninority and wor.en through vonen's caucuses, coniT.ittees, and
professional associatior^, contacts
--Ith schools in the state of Kansas,
professional and para-professional, with significant nuir.Oers of ninonty
and «o,.en enrolirents, and personal contacts mth vo.^en and minority group
persons.
V/h^re tvo candidates are eoual and one is a wo.an or minority
-ember, the
wo.an or ninority member is to be preferred. In divisions where women and/or
.embers of r.inorities are presently totally absent, special efforts to find and
place qualified women and members of ninorities shall be instituted at once.
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"Turing standards will r.ct te-Lov;ered to acconplish this,
r
An AffimaMve Action Recnjitnent Report (attachment 1) documenting good faith
efforts to recruit women and minority members will be jent to the Affirmative
Action office. Acopy of Attachment 1 (attached) must be submitted by Division
heads and the Agency personnel staff responsible for hiring, must be submitted to the
Affirmative Action Officer for each vacant position at such time as the vacancy is
filled or otherwise dlspos sd of. The flow of applicants and the employees
recommended will be monitored to g^age the success of efforts to locate and
employ qualified minority and women employees. The Affirmative Action Officer
will be responsible for monitoring this program.
Efforts shall be made to find legal ways to go beyond the present frozen list
system In hiring classified personnel.
Marital status or^number of children will not be considered in the selection
of prospective employees, as well as assumptions about a prospective employee's
.willingness or ability to locate because of his or her race or sex will not
Influence consideration for employment.
* ;
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C. Appointments • *
V
To Insure good -faith efforts In the accomplishment of the Agency's . ^
Affirmative Action Program, efforts sfeU be made to appoint minorities and/or
women on the Agencies commissions and boards. Preference on appointments ^
shall be made v/hich will help meet KDED's Affirmative Action goals.
Other attempts to involve women and minorities through visiting appointmer.ts , J7
lecture series, special sLminars; etc. , shall be special efforts of Division c^),.-^^^
heads. These special efforts should be reported to the Affirmative Action Officer.
.'" Where this is not accomplished, the Affirmative Action Officer shall take
necessary steps to see that this goal is achieved.
D. Hiring
Hiring of classified employees from the Civil Service
register Is done 48 •
by selection from a list of five persons who are certified,
p'ersons making
.
selections must interview all candidates interested in the
position. The
Agency should request additional names until it has received
names of at least .
persons interested in the position. Then the selection must be made without
re'guata for race, color, religion, age, sex, or national origfn.
Hiring of other persons not requiring Civil Service examination must
be
done by recruiting and hiring the best qualified applicant available.
Normally,
at least five persons should be interviewed byfore a selecUon is made and these
prospective employees should include women and/or minority group members.
An Applicant Interview form (attachment \) shall be required for each ap-
plicant fnterviev/ed in order to document good-faith efforts to recmit and
employ minority and women applicants. All such completed forms will be
attached to the completed Civil Service appoinL-nent forms. This form will
be ai«t maintained for two years after the position Is filled and will show appli-
cant rejections, appointment and promotions. These forms will be kept by the
Agency personnel
;
staff and be available for review by the
Affirmative Action Officer.
Marital status or the prospect of marriage shall not be a condition of
employment for any hiring at this Agency. ^
^a<.U I ll^i.^^*MHJ >l.%^. . . .^—^-^T
E. Salary .
. ^
As women and minorities are hired, their salaries and level of
employment
must compare with other newly hired employees with the same
qualifications.
When lower salaries received by women and minorities exist. Agency personnel
staff and/or Division heads will be required to justify lower salaries received by
minorities and v/omen. If justification cannot be made, salaries will be
equalized. Salary and wages shall not be related ta or based on the race, sex,
color, religion, or national origin of any employee. _Saia«es-4ep-eivirServIce
1 clas3.iiica«oris.aj2-£itii»sis4V-^^^ '^^^^ regulations
/ ne- /^^y k . '„
,
/ require that equal pay is required for wor.^ substantially equai.
so
•1
r. Fringe Benefits
Any employment benefits appropriate to particular groups of employees,
In addition to wages and salaries, v.-ill be applicable to all personnel re-
gardless of sex, race, color, religion, or national origin.
1, Maternity leaves shall be made available with no career penalties
attached.
2. Reasonable time off without penalty shall be granted equally to men
and women for necessary emergency family care.
3. All benefits shall be examined and where unwarrentsd differences based
on sex exist efforts shall bo instituted to rectify such discrepancies.
^*^ e/e.
. ^ ^ ^ e - I r i>T- -i u l>^ '"''/«. S^/"-^ "fir ^'<J /uk lii''cc4nr •^L i
'
\
^f-^^(^^^ Jt^i^ijt^' ^^je:^ ^^^G^' ..M^<jiy ^^ cs,i^^,Q;^ /i
_j:r i
I
.
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G. Job Classification
A Job description is available for fach Job through this Ago nc y's Civil Service
-classifications. Any time duties are changed substantially a new Job description
should be subnil:ted to reflect: the new duties.
Division heads must review annually the duties and responsibilities of their
I
I
employees to assure that the duties and classifications held by minorities and ]
women are equal to other employees with similiar classifications. i
i
It is s\:,<;rested that job cla^^sifi cations in sone divisions "be/^changed
j/. mjLm..*'**'-?-' ^" ^" effort ttj^er.ploy woien and minorities, 0ften certain require-
nents.are really not necessary for the perforr.ance of certain tasks. -— //v/.j
"
-
-
I
?^.-^^ ^ *^- ^.^^ ..=e«^ ,,^ ^
<
; .
•
. '
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H. Training
_
* *
This Agency should establish on-the-job training programs to develop entry-
level skills and to increase promotional opportunities for Agency personnel.
Special efforts shall be made in training to include v;omen and minorities
to encourage upward mobility of women and minorities.
I. Promotion
The upgrading of v/omen and minorities in all -Divisions of the A.gency Is
I
'encourages through promotion. Women and minorities shall be given an equal
opportunity for promotion. All promotions for all Job classifications must be
made without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
/
/
J. Grievance Procedures >
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To channel Individual greviances in KDED on isrues Involving race, sex,
color, religion, or national origin, the following procedure is required:
1. Normally to the Division head
• 2. Falling to achieve results, grievances should be taken up with the person
m charge o'fJpe^onnelj.z-.W/-, ^^- 0;r,c4.. ./• //c ^^/-^.
3. Falling redress, an appeal in writing or in person to the person designated
as Affirmative Action Officer.
4. The Affinnative Action Committee •" -' . • — 1"'=--. '-- "'-." '- •*
may accept an appeal from the individual on the affirmative Action Officer's
decision, however the review will be confined to the sole issue of
' discrimination due to sex, race, color, religion, national origin, and to
r— the written j:ecord'S associated with the decision being appealed. . j^^^^~^
&. I'he final course o: rscress oi grievances is the State s Commission on
Civil Ri
All employee^/feir* loilow the e stablishod or;e.yajiqe and apoeal procedures before
appealing a decision to the Commission on Civil Hghts.
,^:^35^.'^ ^JA^^^<^^ ^<::e^<^- c^,:^^-^<X^&;^r ,>f^ ^^^z2^,.^
-^^
..dS^. S< Co^.-ctK^^^^^^^A^, dL,^ X^^iP^'CG Y-9^C^yC)
^< y. Time Tables
_
•
,
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To Illustrate the determination in accompllEhing the goals'of this Affirmative
Action Program, the Agency shall attempt to achieve at least 10% minorities and 20 %
women employees by 197if. , ^^•-!^-£^r:<Jh^ ^^- /^'7^'^ (//'^C^ ^^£^66/-^C^ (C,
It Is believed that an effective time table is required rather than good -faith
efforts alor^r in completing the goals of this Affirmative Action Program. l/'lt cannot
.
be demonstrated by a Division or designated personnel staff that the policies set
forth in thisTrogram for-Aifirmative Action have been actively implemented; "~^
,
further Increase in staff positions sh,.Jl not be assigned to that staff or Division.
All aspects oftniS^ progrefa shall he implemented imnediate!y,^ept"for these
provisions that conflict with existing state Iawsc:\na Tt^ixU ^^^A:. ^
bu<:t fnclude on ana±vsii>- wx ^**
APPENDIX III
HUD COMMENTS
ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN - FIRST DRAFT
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^ry,:-^
"
'••"
u/l',
•- ; - ' \ DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND UHBAN DEVELOPMENT
I IC«MSAS CITY AREA Of FICE FEB 7 197^
T»0 Gateway CEKTER. ^TH. AND STATE
''J<«.»"'" KANSAS CITY, KANSAS ailOl
REcoNv,, • February 1, 197A 56
300 r»dfr«[ OM.Cf Building -
911 ««lnul S'rrd
• Cttr. Mi*»ouri 6-4106 IN MEPur RCrcR TQt
-T-.IE
Kr. Dcanis C. McCartney, Director
Plflnnlng tHvision
DepartnenC oi Ecoranlc Development
State Office Blcg. '
_
. .
Topeka, Kansas 66512
Subject: K-^S of iCDSD
State of Kansas 701 CPA
Bear llr. ficCartr.cy:
Per- our caetlng on January 21, 1974 with representatives of our KUD-KC.-X).
Our office, Zcual Opportunity, ackr>Dvledges receiving a draft copy of your
proposed Aflimative Action Program for your Agency, KDZD, Enunerated
below are our coczaents relative to the above said subject, thus far:
1. The Affircative Action Plan should be divided into two distinct
sections: One concerned with the departments efforts in providing
tqual enplo>'r^ent opportunities to cinoritles being recruited, and
those with Y^dZTi and a section dealing uith contract recipients.
EEO requirer:cnts as they relate to fostering the emplo>'z:ent of
• cunorities.
2. An EEO Officer cust be designated. His/her naae a:id how he/she
can be contacted nust be included,
3. There cjst te definite sp ecific goal? included within the progran.
(The recruiting, hiring, training and up-grading of ninorities h
Eub-contractors,
)
A, Vbat resources, niaking sure they are 'irte'. will KDED utilize in
obtaining minorities,
5. Since contacts are negotiated, v.-e definite want to know what EetlaDd
KDrlD will utilize in affording minorities the opportunity rr> obtain
BUD cjonies.
,«>. A racial bre3kd-,.-on of the present staff, dipicting naz;o, position,
.salary, years of service and previous experience along with the
proposed staffing plan for this funding year should be included.
If you should need additional assistance in conpiling your program, we ask
that j-ou contact this office icLiediately,
Sincerely,
Valtcr Cade, Jr.
*
.
Director
Equal Opportunity Division
EPARTA\ENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT [--^.r"^ c.u.i.^^
SI/JEOfflCE fJllDINC, IOf£CA.ICAN3«4*!13 V'tTtiT.- ' 7 td-in !. linquiil U.oh v,on..»
Hoik C'lJ :W»SI
MEMORANDUM
): Dennis C. McCartney
lOM: Diane Connolly
JBJECT: Affirmative Action Program
VTE: March 4, 1974
i
Salph McC««
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1 reference to the meeting on Thursday, February 27, 1974 with Jim
litcone - EUD equal opportunity, the following additional information
3 needed for KDED's Affirmative Action Program:
— A copy of all applications to KDED since January 1, 1974
— Bov; many minorities applied and have been hired since
January '1, 1974
— Indicate who was • hired and who v;as not
— Those applicants that an offer was made but did not accept
— Documentation of KDED's sol 3'~itation of minorities since
January 1, 1974
3e above information has been requested from John Berry and the
3llcv.'ing is needed from you:
— Proposed year's time-table on how many minority 'contracts
will be let
— Hov; minority bids will be solicited
CHOW with KarTss^-he GREAT state
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EMORAtJDUM
.
.
' "_; ,• :
.•;>,
,
age Two • '• ;''.. .
arch 4, 1974
r. Whitcome stated that the Affirmative Action Program when this
nformation is supplied will meet all requirements but will be
ejected if proper documentation of minority solicitation of those
ired since January 1, 1974 is not provided.
i. ..J
APPENDIX IV
FINAL DRAFT OF KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT'S
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN
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PROPOSED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM FOR KDED
PART I - AGENCY PIAN
It is the goal of the Kansas Department of Economic
Develofment to assure equal opportunity to qualified applicants
regardless of sex, race, religion, or national origin. Key
points of the following Affirmative Action Program are these:
I. GENERAL POLICY
1. To establish a policy of increasing minorities in
all employment aspects of the Agency.
2. To establish a policy "of promoting and/or hiring
minorities into professional positions.
3. To establish a policy of actively rectifying existing
salary related to sex, race, or national origin and
to establish a means to avoid creating such
discrepancies in the future.
4. To establish a policy of equality in recruiting,
hiring, promotion and all employment aspects of the
Agency.
II. LEGAL BASE
This Affirmative Action Program complies with but is
not restricted to: Revised Order No. 4 (Federal Register,
Vol. 36, No. 234, December 4, 1971)
Title 41—Part 60-2—Affirmative Action Programs,
^
Subpart B—Required Contents of Affirmative Action
Programs, 60-2.10
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Purpose of Affiimatlve Action Program:
An affirmative action program is a set of
specific and result-oriented procedures to
which a contractor commits himself to apply
every good faith effort. The objective of
those procedures plus such efforts is equal
employment opportunity. Procedures without
effort to make them work are meaningless;
and effort, undirected by specific and
meaningful procedures, is inadequate. An
acceptable affirmative action program must
include an analysis of areas within which the
contractor is deficient in the utilization of
minority groups and women, and further, goals
and timetables to which the contractor's good
faith efforts must be directed to correct the
deficiencies and, thus to increase materially
the utilization of minorities and women, at all
levels and in all segments of his work force
where deficiencies exist. (Federal Register,
Vol. 36, No. 234, December 4, 1971).
Executive Order 11246 , Office of the President. This
order prohibits employment discrimination by employers with
Federal contracts and federally assisted construction
contractors. These contractors and subcontractors are
required to practice non-discrimination in all aspects of
their employment activity. They are required to take
affirmative action wherever necessary to remedy the effects
of past discrimination and to counteract discriminatory
barriers to Equal Employment Opportunity.
Kansas Act Against Discrimination (KSA 44-1001, et seq) ,
The State of Kansas declares its policy to assure equal
opportunities to every citizen regardless of race, religion.
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color, national origin or ancestry in securing employment
in any field of work or labor for which he is properly
qualified. To protect those rights, it is further declared
to be the purpose of this act to establish and to provide a
State Commission having power to eliminate discrimination
in employment either by employers or labor organizations.
Executive Order 11375, Part II, 202 :
(1) The contractor will not discriminate against any
employee or applicant for employment because of
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.
The contractor will take affirmative action to
ensure that applicants are employed, and that
employees are treated during employment without
regard to their race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. Such action shall include, but
not be limited to the following: employment,
upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or
recruitment advertising; layoff or termination;
rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and
selection for training, including apprenticeship.
The contractor agrees to post in conspicuous
places, available to employees and applicants for
employment, notices to be provided by the contracting
officer setting forth the provisions of this
uon-discrimination clause.
(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or
advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf
of the contractor, state that all qualified --appli-
cants will receive consideration for employment
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. (Effective, October 13, 1968)
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The Kansas Code of Fair Practices . This code declares
the State's policy of elimination and prevention of
discrimination by requiring affirmative non-discriminatory
action in the appointment, assignment and promotion of
State personnel and in all other State services and facilities.
(Minorities are defined by the Department of
Labor as Negroes, Spanish-surnamed, American
Indians and Orientals; women shall also be
included in this category in this Affirmative
Action Plan)
The contents of this program are applicable without exception
to all divisions and individuals of this Agency.
III. IMPLEMENTATION RESPONSIBILITY
An employee of the Kansas Department of Economic
Development shall be designated as Affirmative Action Officer.
This person shall be an assistant to the Director of the
Kansas Department of Economic Development or of a senior
position. It is preferred that the person designated be a
minority of responsible character to effectively implement
this Affirmative Action Program.
This position should carry other duties and assign-
ments in addition to Affirmative Action Ofticer. The
Affirmative Action Officer shall coordinate efforts, advise
.'•
'v'*^' .^h'ix
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and assist key staff, and to serve as ombudsman for any
complaints. Primary duties shall be:
(1) To implement this plan.
(2) TO design and implement record systems for minority
employment information.
(3) To serve as liaison between the contractor and
enforcement agencies, minority organizations,
community action groups and referral sources.
(4) TO review all policy relating to equal opportunity
in order to guarantee effective implementation of
the program.
Every division head of the Department of Economic
Developnent will act as an Affirmative Action contact person
for his division. These division heads shall be responsible
for seeing that federal regulations are circulated and
followed in their divisions.
An Affirmative Action Committee or Grievance Committee
shall be formed to settle alleged discrimination disputes.
This committee shall be made up of professional and para-
professional employees of the Kansas Department of Economic
Development, male and female from all Divisions.-- It is
suggested that appointments and retirements to this
committee be made yearly and the committee shall consist of
five (5) members, with the Chairman of the Committee being
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the Director of the Kansas Department of Economic
Development.
The person designated responsible for personnel in
the Kansas Department of Economic Development shall follow
federal regulations governing Affirmative Action Programs
and strive to carry out the goals of this Program. These
persons responsible for personnel shall report in detail and
with specific information to the Affirmative Action Officer
when requested and on all known breaches of these regula-
tions at any time they may occur. Since the person or
persons responsible for personnel are primarily responsible
for hiring in the Kansas Department of Economic Development,
an increased effort is required on their part for success in
,
implementing this Program.
Temporary Affirmative Action Officer until a permanent
one can be named shall be the Kansas Department of Economic
Development's highest ranking minority:
Frances L. Smith, Economic Development Representative
Publications Office
Kansas Department of Economic Development
State Office Building
Topeka, Kansas 66612
This position will be filled temporarily by Ms. Smith,
J
for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days, at which time
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a permanent Affirmative Action Officer will be named.
(Affirmative Action Officer shall be named by June 1, 1974)
IV. POLICY
A. Dissemination of Policy
Policies of the Kansas Department of Economic
Develofment 's Affirmative Action Program will be
disseminated by the Affirmative Action Officer v/ith
the aid of the person or persons responsible for
personnel. These policies should be posted on office
bulletin boards, in Agency reports and memoranda, and
reported at staff meetings as necessary through the
year.
B. Recruitment
Goal—Recruitment efforts shall be tailored to
reach minorities.
Employment referrals will be sought from well-
known organizations which specialize in the employment
of minorities. The Affirmative Action Officer shall
place employment advertisements in newspapers which
reach a large number of minorities, encourage present
employees to refer minority applicants. Liaison between
community groups, agencies and councils representing
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minorities will be maintained. Active solicitation
of minority applications for available and anticipated
jobs will be aggressively pursued.
The Affirmative Action Officer with the aid of
Agency personnel persons shall establish and maintain
continuing relations with schools— secondary, college,
business, or specialized—which have large numbers of
minority group students. Increased recruitment at
womens' colleges shall also be initiated to help meet
the goals for the employment of minorities. Referrals
shall be requested from government agencies and
programs
.
No division at KDED shall deny employment to any
individual on the basis of race, sex, color, religion,
or national origin, except as any of these can be
proved to be necessary qualifications for the job itself.
Where two candidates are equal and one is a minority
member, the minority member is to be preferred. In
divisions where minorities are totally absent, special
efforts to find and place qualified minorities shall
be instituted at once. The importance of fair repre-
sentation at all levels cannot be overemphasized.
Hiring standards will not be lowered to accomplish this.
*;'
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An Affirmative Action Recruitment Report
(attachment 1) documenting good faith efforts to
recruit women and minority members will be sent to
the Affirmative Action Office. A copy of Attachment 1
(attached) must be submitted by Division heads and the
personnel responsible for hiring at KDED to the
Affirmative Action Officer for each vacant position at
such time as the vacancy is filled or otherwise disposed
of. The flow of applicants and the employees recom-
mended will be monitored to gage the success of efforts
to locate and employ qualified minority and women
employees. The Affirmative Action Officer will be
responsible for monitoring this program.
Efforts shall be made to find legal ways to go
beyond the present frozen list system in hiring
classified personnel.
Marital status or number of children will not be
considered in the selection of prospective employees,
as well as assumptions about a prospective employee's
willingness or ability to locate because of his or her
race or sex will not influence consideration for
employment.
w^
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A yearly questionnaire (attachment 2) shall be
completed by the Affirmative Action Officer and
maintained for monitoring of the entire Program.
C. Appointments
Goal—To insure good-faith efforts in the
accomplishment of the Agency's Affirmative Action
Program, efforts shall be made to appoint minorities
and/or women on the Agency's commissions and boards.
Preference on appointments shall be made which will
help meet KDED's Affirmative Action goals.
Other attempts to involve women and minorities
through visiting appointments, lecture series, special
seminars, etc., shall be special efforts of Division
heads. These special efforts should be reported to
the Affirmative Action Officer.
Where this is not accomplished, the Affirmative
Action Officer shall take necessary steps to see that
this goal is achieved.
D. Hiring
Goal— It is the goal of KDED to prevent discrimina-
tory hiring practices. To accomplish this, persons
making hiring decisions must be instructed to consider
minority applicants without discrimination.
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Hiring of classified employees from the Civil
Service register is done by selection from a list of
five persons who are certified. Persons making
selections must interview all candidates interested
in the position. The Agency should request additional
names until it has received names of at least ten
persons interested in the position. Then the selection
must be made without regard for race, color, religion,
age, sex, or national origin.
Hiring of other persons not requiring Civil
Service examination must be done by recruiting and
hiring the best qualified applicant available.
Normally, at least five persons should be interviewed
before a selection is made and these prospective
employees should include women and/or minority group
members.
An Applicant Interview Form (attachment 1) shall
be required for each applicant interviewed in order to
document good-faith efforts to recruit and employ
minority and women applicants. All such completed
forms will be attached to the completed Civil Service
appointment forms. This form will be maintained for
W^'
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two years after the position is filled and will show
applicant rejections, appointments and promotions.
These forms will be kept by the Agency personnel staff
and be available for review by the Affirmative Action
Officer.
Marital status or the prospect of marriage shall
not be a condition of employment for any hiring at this
Agency.
Salary
Goal—As women and minorities are hired, their
salaries and level of employment must compare with other
newly hired employees with the same qualifications.
When lower salaries received by women and minorities
exist. Agency personnel staff and/or Division heads
will be required to justify lower salaries received by
minorities and women. If justification cannot be made,
salaries will be equalized. Salary and wages shall not
be related to or based on the race, sex, color,
religion, or national origin of any employee. Salaries
for Civil Service classifications are estimated by the
State Finance Council. These regulations require that
equal pay is required for work substantially equal.
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F. Fringe Benefits
Goal—Any employment benefits appropriate to
particular groups of employees, in addition to wages
and salaries, will be applicable to all personnel
regardless of sex, race, color, religion, or national
origin.
G. Job Classification
A job description is available for each job
through this Agency's Civil Service classifications.
Any time duties are changed substantially a new job
description should be submitted to reflect the new
duties.
Division heads must review annually the duties
and responsibilities of their employees to assure that
the duties and classifications held by minorities are
equal to other employees with similar classifications.
H. Training and Upgrading
Goal— It is the goal or training and upgrading at
KDED to strive with special efforts and provide impetus
to upward mobility and job improvement for minorities.
Employee development training efforts shall be
^
correlated with the job structure. Optimum efforts will
w
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be made to provide in-house training on state time
among state work force. An effort will also be made
to provide training to prepare employees for hard to
fill openings of special skill requirements in the
Job structure.
The upgrading of minorities in all divisions of
KDED is encouraged through promotion. Minorities shall
be given an equal opportunity for promotion. All
promotions for all job classifications must be made
without regard to race, color, religion, sex or
national origin.
I. Contracting
Goal—KDED will use its best efforts to create
parity between minority group and non-minority group
contractors in relationship to the number of contracts
and total dollar volume of contracts.
J. Grievance Procedures
To channel individual grievances in KDED on issues
involving race, sex, color, religion, or national origin,
the following procedure is required:
(1) Normally to the Division head.
(2) Failing to achieve results, grievances
should be taken up with the person in
charge of personnel.
-Jfx
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(3) Failing redress, an appeal in writing
or in person to the person designated
as Affirmative Action Officer.
(4) The Affirmative Action Committee may
accept an appeal from the individual
on the Affirmative Action Officer's
decision, however the review will be
confined to the sole issue of discrimination
due to sex, race, color, religion, national
origin, and to the written records associated
with the decision being appealed.
(5) State Department of Personnel is the next
step in the grievance procedure.
(6) The final course of redress of grievances
is the State's Comraission on Civil Rights.
All employees shall follow the established grievance
and appeal procedures before appealing a decision to
the Commission on Civil Rights.
TIME TABLES
To illustrate the determination in accomplishing the
goals of this Affirmative Action Program, the Agency shall
attempt to achieve at least 10% racial minorities and 20%
women of total employees in professional positions, since
women comprise over 40% of the work force at KDED, by 1975.
It is believed that an effective time table is
required rather than good-faith efforts along in completing
the goals of this Affirmative Action Program. If it cannot
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be demonstrated by a Division or designated personnel staff
that the policies set forth in this Program for Affirmative
Action have been actively implemented, further increase in
staff positions shall not be assigned to that staff or
Division.
All aspects of this Program shall be implemented
immediately except for those provisions that conflict with
existing state laws.
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FORM A
ATTACHMENT 1
Kansas Department of Economic
Develojxnent Staff Recruitment Record
Position Title:
New Position
Name of Last Incumbent
Salary of Last Incumbent
Number of Names Screened For This Position:
Including: Women
Minorities
Advertising of Vacancy:
How Long (Dates begun and ending) :
Places Advertised (Names):
Other Advertising or Contacts Used:
Disposition:
Woman Hired
Minority Hired
If no women or members of minority groups were screened
or interviewed, give specific reasons for not screening or
interviewing:
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If no women or members of minority groups were hired,
give specific reasons for not hiring:
Date Division Head
Department
Date KDED Director
Division
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KDED-TOPEKA, KANSAS: YEARLY QUESTIONNAIRE ON MINORITY
HIRING
Normally who (by title) is responsible for each of the
following:
a. Receiving and screening applicants
b. Testing applicants
c. Personal interview
d. Final decision for hiring
Do you have a method to forecast vacancies in your
department? If yes, describe.
3. Are written tests the most efficient devices for choosing
qualified applicants?
Yes No If no, what alternatives?
4. Are there any Spanish speaking employees in your department?
Have you encountered any particular problems with these
employees?
How many employees did you promote between May of last year
and May of this year?
Would it create problems in your department if some or
additional jobs were filled by minority employees?
Yes No
If Yes: Which jobs -
What kind of problems -
Have any minority employees resigned because minorities
have been employed in supervisory positions?
Yes No If yes, give examples.
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Have any minority employees resigned in the last two
years?
Yes No Don ' t know
If Yes:
a. Do you know why they left? Yes No
b. Do you know where they went? Yes No
9. Using the "rule of five", about how often were minorities
included in the five applicants interviewed?
10. Using the "rule of five", where whites and minorities were
interviewed, how many whites were hired? (May of last year
to May of this year)
11. Using the "rule of five", where whites and minorities were
interviewed, how many minority applicants were turned down
between May of last year and May of this year?
12. Does your department have a program which encourages the
employment of minorities?
Yes No
If no, why not?
If yes:
a. Describe the program:
b. When was this program developed?
c. Did the establishment of your program result in
any increase in the number of minority
applicants? Yes No
d. How did you evaluate this program?
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13. Where have you gone to find qualified minority employees?
a. Minority colleges and schools (High schools,
technical, etc.)
b. Community agencies (EOA, Urban League, etc.)
c. Minority group churches
d. Others
14. Does your department have an in-service employee training
program?
If no, why not?
Do you plan to set one up?
If yes, describe and evaluate the program.
15. Does your department have listed goals for minority
employment (Hiring, promotions)?
If yes, list goals:
If yes, how do you implement them?
If no, what is your alternate plan?
16. Statistically, have you found that some jobs in your
department are filled only by minorities?
If yes, why?
V/hat jobs?
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17. How many summer interns do you have?
How many are minorities?
18. How are employees in your department notified of vacancies
within the department?
19. From May of last year to May of this year, how many
vacancies within your department were filled by applicants
outside of your department?
a. Of those hired from outside, how many were
minorities?
b. Of those hired from outside, how many were
transferees from another state department?
20. Does your department grant maternity leave?
Yes No
21. Does your department provide a literacy training program
for your illiterate employees?
a. If yes, have any of the participants in this program
been promoted?
Yes No
22. Would you favor training sessions in human relations for
the supervisors in your department? Yes No
23. What problems, if any, have been encountered in
accomplishing affirmative action goals and time tables?
24. What efforts were used by the agency to locate and utilize
minority group subcontractors?
25. What percent of HUD monies did minorities receive this
year in agency contracting?
fVI. KDED Employees as of January 1, 1974
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SALARY EMPLOYMENT
SEX RACE POSITION PER/MO
.
DATE EDUCATION
M W** EDR II* 1206 1967 H.S.
H w Adm Off II 992 1966 B.S.
F w CI Steno II 525 1969 H.S.
H w Planner I 815 1973 M.S.
F B*** CI Steno II 638 197 3 H.S.
F W CI Steno II 411 1973 H.S.
H W Director 1833 1973 Law Degree
H W Storekeeper I 391 1972 H.S.
H w EDR II 1149 1968 B.A.
H w Planner I 1094 1962 B.S.
H w Asst Director 1206 1973 Westpoint
F w Planner 1 815 1972 MRCP
F w Sec I 638 1967 H.S.
M w EDR II 992 1973 B.A.
F w Cl Steno II 551 1967 H.S.
F w Acct. I 670 1973 B.A.
M w Planner I 899 1971 M.S.
M w EDR I 1266 1968 B.A.
F
.
w Sec II 815 1958 H.S.
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SKX RACE POSITION
SALARY
PER/MO.
EMPLOYMENT
DATE EDUCATION
M w Ping Director 1395 1966 B.S.
P H Sec I 477 1973 H.S.
P W CI Steno II 638 1961 H.S.
M W Planner II 899 1972 MRCP
P W EDR I 1206 1943 B.A.
F W CI Steno II 411 1973 H.S.
P w Planner I 856 1972 MRCP
H w Fuels Coor 1333 1973 B.A.
H w Asst Director 1615 1963 B.A.
F w EDR I 776 1971 B.A.
EDR - Economic Development Representative (see Appendix VI
for job descriptions)
W
B
White
Black
PROPOSED 1974-197 5 KDED EMPLOYMENT PLAN
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New Division - Fuel Allocation Office
Title No. of Positions
Coordinator
Research
Analyst II
Secretary I
Accountant I
Administrative
Assistant
Clerk V
Clerk V
1 (male recently hired)
1 (female recently hired)
1 (female recently hired)
1 (female recently hired)
1 (vacant)
1 (male recently hired)
1 (female recently hired)
New Division - Community Development (if approved-effective
July 1, 1974)
Title No. of Positions
Eco Dev Repres I 2
Eco Dev Repres II 1
CI Stenographer 1
Existing Positions to be Filled 1974-1975
Title No. of Positions
Research
Analyst I
Planner Interns
Planner II
Clerk Typist II
Informa Writer I
Clerk Stenographer
II
1
2
1
1 (female recently hired)
1
1 (female recently hired)
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PART II
CONTRACTING
Legal Base - Nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development-Effectuation
of Title VI of the Civil Rights A<-:t of 1964:
O (4101.4) 1.4 Discrimination prohibited. (a)
General. No person in the United States, shall, on the
ground of race, color or national origin be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program
or activity to which this Part 1 applies.
(b) Specific discriminatory actions prohibited.
(1) A recipient under any program or activity to which
this Part 1 applies, may not, directly or through con-
tractural or other arrangements, on the ground of race,
color, or natural origin:
(i) Deny a person any housing, accommodations,
facilities, services, financial aid, or other benefits
provided under the program or activity;
(ii) Provide any housing, accommodations, facilities,
services, financial aid, or other benefits to a person
which are different, or are provided in a different manner,
from those provided to others under the program or activity;
(iii) Subject a person to segregation or separate
treatment in any matter related to his receipt of housing,
accommodations, facilities, services, financial aid, or
other benefits under the program or activity;
(iv) Restrict a person in any way in access to such
housing, accommodations, facilities, services, financial
aid, or other benefits, or in the enjoyment of any
advantage or privilege enjoyed by others in connection with
such housing, accommodations, facilities, services,
financial aid, or other benefits under the program or
activity.
\M
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(v) Treat a person differently from others in
determining whether he satisfies any occupancy,
admission, enrollment, eligibility, membership, or other
requirement or condition which persons must meet in order
to be provided any housing, accommodations, facilities,
services, financial aid, or other benefits provided under
the program or activity;
(vi) Deny a person opportunity to participate in
the program or activity through the provision of services
or otherwise, or afford him an opportunity to do so which
is different from that afforded others under the program
or activity (including the opportunity to participate in
the program or activity as an employee but only to the
extent set forth in paragraph (c) of this section).
(vii) Deny a person the opportunity to participate
as a member of a planning or advisory body which is an
integral part of the program. (Amended 38 Fed. Reg. 17 94^,
17950; c 7-5-73.)
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Contract Policy
The Kansas Department of Economic Developnent will use
its best efforts to create parity between minority group and non-
minority group contractors in relationship to the nuinber of
contracts and total dollar volume of contracts. To accomplish
this—recommended action for the agency shall be:
1. TO solicit bids from qualified minority consultants
by:
I
a. Contacting surrounding universities for
minority consultants or projects involving
minorities
.
b. Encouraging employees to refer prospective
minority bidders.
c. Contacting prospective minority subcontractors
in Kansas and the region.
2. To undertake projects that involve work with
minorities:
a. Proposed continuation of project in Nicodemus,
Kansas - a black community
b. Proposed continuation of projects involving
Mexican-American migrant workers in Kansas.
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c. Initiate research work or related projects
involving American Indians in Kansas and the
region
d. When possible, employ minorities of a community
in conjunction with project work.
3. Continuation of HUD work-study program which provides
work-related experience along with an educational
grant for minority graduate students.
Subcontractors must have an approved affirmative action
plan and engage in affirmative action directed at increasing
minority manpower utilization. Kansas Department of Economic
Developnent shall make an effort to contract with available
minority subcontractors and to assist minority subcontractors in
qualifying for contracts.
All standards, rules and regulations shall be uniformly
applied. In no event shall a contractor or subcontractor utilize
the goals, time tables or affirmative action steps required in
this plan in such a manner as to cause or result in discrimination
against any person on account of race, color, religion, sex or
national origin. The agency shall actively cooperate in obtaining
compliance of contractors and subcontractors with all statutory
requirements relating to equal employment opportunity. Records
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shall be kept on employment and other items and shall be
furnished upon reasonable request for the administration of the
equal opportunity requirements (attached)
.
The Kansas Department of Economic Development in compliance
with regulations shall refrain from entering into contract with
other applicants, prime or sub, who are found to be in violation
of regulations. The agency shall terrninato contracts where these
violations occur.
Contracting Time Table
From the above contracting policy, the Agency shall make
an effort to initiate two (2) or more contracts either directly
with or involving minorities by 197 5.
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KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMEJJT, TOPEKA, KANSAS-
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM APPROVED BY KANSAS ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Date 1974
David C. Owen, Chairman
Albert L. Kainas, Vice Chairman
James H. DeCoursey, Jr., Director
APPENDIX V
mm GUIDELINES
ON LOCAL PUBLIC AGENCY AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLANS
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18. REPORTS
.
The Department may require an applicant,
sponsor, or contractor, (prime or svib)
, to compile an
annual report of affirmative program results. These
results shall be made available to representatives of
the Department upon reasonable request. The affirmative
action program and the results they produce will be
evaluated as part of any compliance review conducted of
the applicant, sponsor or contractor (prima or sub)
.
SECTION 2. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM FOR LOCAL PUBLIC
AGENCY AND LOCAL HOUSING AUTHORITY
UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER 11246
19. PURPOSE
.
These guidelines arc designed to give direction
to HUD personnel with respect to the responsibilities of
Local Public Agencies (LPA) and. the Local Housing
Authorities (L!IA) in the planning and implementation of
affirmative action con;pliance programs as required by
Executive Order 11246 (as amended)
. It is expected that
.J tliese guidelines will provide for the identification
and analysis of problem areas inherent in providing
employment opportunity on HUD assisted construction
projects on the basis of merit and without discrir.iination
because of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin and that they will clarify the basic policies and
procedures necessary for effective, unifoiiu, and judicious
enforcement of equal emploiinent opportunity standards.
20. RESPONSIBILIT IES OF LPA AND LHA
a. The LPA or LHA as the recipient of federal financial
assistance shall assure that opportunities for train-
ing and em.ploi-raent arising in connection v^ith the
planning, construction, rehabilitation, alteration,
conversion, extension, demolition, or repair of
buildings or in connection with other changes or
improvements to real property be given to individuals
on the basis of merit and without discrimination
because of race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin.
b. The LPA or LHA shall provide for full compliance
HUC>.v;u«li., o. C.
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statutory, regulatory. Executive Order, and contractual
requirements relating to equal employment opportunity.
c. The LPA or LHA shall develop a written affirmative
action program to ensure compliance by its contractors
and siibcontractors on HUD. assisted construction pro-
jects with the equal, opportunity provisions of
Executive Order 11246 (outlined below) . The LPA or
LHA is responsible as a part of normal contract
administration for detecting all cases of non-
compliance with the equal opportunity clause or
written affirmative action requirements and for
reviewing contractor performance to ensure that
these responsibilities are met.
d. In addition, the LPA or LHA is responsible for:
(1) Reporting to the appropriate Assistant
Regional Administrator for Equal
Opportunity any complaint received from
an employee of, or an applicant for
employment with, any LPA or LHA contractor
subject to Executive Order 11246.
(2) Cooperating in special compliance
reviews or investigations of complaints
as requested by the HUD Contract
Compliance Officer.
(3) Carrying out sanctions against a
contractor or subcontractor as required
by HUD or the Department of Labor.
(4) Furnishing information as required by
HUD or Department of Labor.
e. The LPA or LHA shall maintain an affirraat4.ve action
file to keep written reports detailing its efforts,
with dates, to meet its commitments under Executive
Order 11246.
9*
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21 THE EQUAL OPPORTirMITY CLAUSE . All nonexempt federally-
*
assisted contracts for rrorc than $10,000 are subject to
the regulations of the Department and OFCC and must
include the equal opportunity clause set forth in
Section 202 of Order 11246.
It is; expected that a contractor will carry out that
part of his contract pertaining to equal opportunity
in employment with the same amound of thought and
action as he will any other part of the contract.
22. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS FOR LPA AND LHft CONTRACTORS
AND SUBCOKTRACTORS .
a.. All LPA and LHA federally-assisted construction
contractors and subcontractors on a HUD assisted
construction project are obligated to take affirm-
ative action to ensure that employees and applicants
for employment are not discriminated against because
of race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
Such action shall include, but not be limited to,
the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or
transfer; recruitment or recruitm.ent advertising;
layoff or termination; rates of pay or. other, forms
of compensation; selection for training, including
apprenticeship; and posting in a conspicous place,
available to employees and to applicants for
employment, notices regarding the equal-- employment
opportunity requirements of Executive Order 11246.
b. Certain LPA and LHA federally-assisted construction
contractors and subcontractors are required to
prepare and submit their affirmative action programs
in writing and to submit annual equal emploiiuent
opportunity reports. These include conttactors and
subcontractors with:
(1) Prime contracts of ?100,000 or more on
projects costing $1 million or more;
. (2) Subcontracts of $100,000 or more on
projects costing $1 million or niore; or
HUt>-Wa«h.. O. C.
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(3) Contracts or subcontracts which are
not covered by item 1, and 2 above but
which because of loca.tion, previous
patterns or practices, or other special
factors are specifically identified by
the HUD Contract Compliance Officer.
The written affirmative action plans of contractors
and subcontractors are subject to review and approval
by the HUD Contract Compliance Officer (or his
designee) and shall:
(1) Identify areas of employment, employment
policies, and employment practices which
require action by the contractor or
subcontractor to assure equal employment
opportunity to all employees without
discrimination- because of race, color,
religion, or national origin;
(2) Analyze these areas, policies and practices
to determine what actions by said contractor
or subcontractor will be most effective
in assuring equal employment opportunity;
and
(3) Establish a plan with goals and timetables
designed to achieve equal employment
opportunity through those actions identi-
fied, as potentially most effective.
Generally a contractor or subcontractor is required
to submit three copies of his written affirmative
action plan to the LPA or LHA within 15 calendar
days or notification that he must meet such require-
ment. The LPA or LHA shall submit two copies of
each written affirmative action program submitted
by its prime contractors and subcontractors to the
HUD Area Office Equal Opportunity Representative (or
where appropriate to the Assistant Regional Admin-
istrator for Equal Opportunity) for reviev/ and
approval. These are to be foi-warded to HUD only
HUt)-W3.S., o. c. ®
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when the LPA or hHA is satisfied that they are
adequate but in no event later that 30 calendar
days after they are adequate. but in no event later
than notification that he r.'.ust submit a written
affirmative action plan.
e. In addition, all contractors and subcontractors on
a HUD assisted construction project shall maintain
an affirmative action file to keep written reports
with datefl detailing their efforts to meet their
affirmative action responsibilities. This file
shall bo considered in determining good faith efforts
on the part of such contractors or subcontractors
to meet their equal employraent opportunity obligations.
23. PROCEDURE . To facilitate early orientation of all
contractors and subcontractors on HUD assisted construct-
ion projects to the equal, employment opportunity
requirements of Executive Order 11246, the LPA or LHA
shall detail said requirements as follows:
a. At the time of the bid offering on a HUD assisted
construction project, information copies and
directions for the use of Form HUD-S07 ("Instructions
for Contractors Regarding Affirmative Action Under
Executive Order 11246") shall be supplied to all
potential bidders. The LPA or LHA shall also
advise potential bidders at this time of HUD
policy (outlined above) as to submittal of written
affirmative action programs. The necessity to
display equal employment opportunity posters must
also be made clear.
b. At the time of a contract award, the LPA or LHA
shall notify the prime contractor and each of his
subcontractors in the above categories that they
are to submit their written affirmative action
programs within 15 days.
c. Preconstraction Conference
^.V7'
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(1) Scheduling - Before work is coimenced
on a HUD assisted construction project
a preconstruction conference is held.
The primary purpose of this conference
is for the LPA or LHA to emphasize the
importance of utilizing construction
contractors whose corarr.itroents to equal
employment practices can be assured.
Thus, it is important that this
conference be scheduled as early as
possible. In deterraining the appro-
priate time for the conference, the
administering agency should evaluate
such factors as vmether the contractor
will employ his own workforce or will
subcontract, the type of construction
skills needed, and the speed with which
construction skills can be obtained
from nondiscriminatory sources. The
preconstruction conference should be
held sufficiently in advance of the
assembly of workforce to permit effective
implementation of equal employir.ent
objectives, including those involving
advertising, recruitment, and selection.
(2) Participation - The preconstruction
conference should be held as appropriate
' betv;een:
(a) The LPA and the redeveloper for
a contract for the sale of land
for private development.
(b) The LPA, the redeveloper, his
prime construction contractor
(where the redeveloper does not
serve as his own prime contractor)
,
and all subcontractors.
(c) The LPA, the prime contractor, and
all subcontractors for a contract
HUI>-Wj»^., D. C. S
8000.6
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involving Kite clearance, project
improvements, rehabilitation,
demonstration work, or construction
on project land retained by the LHA.
(d) The LIL^ prime construction
contractors and their subcontractors.
Note : Prirr.e construction
contractors and their
subcontractors should
be represented by
officials who will be
directly responsible
for the selection of
the workforce and for
supervision over con-
-.struction workers.
(e) The administering agency shall
notify the Equal Opportunity
Representative in the HUD Area
Office (or where appropriate the
• Assistant Regional Administrator
for Equal Opportunity) of a
scheduled preconstruction
conference so that he may
have the option to participate.
(3) Conducting the Preconstruction Conference
(a) The LPA or LHA Executive Director
should attend and conduct these
conferences which are most critical
in terras of potential size of the
construction work force and in those
instances v;here "rime and subcontractors
have a history c. not meeting
their equal opportunity responsi-
bilities under Executive Order 11246.
HUL>-*aah., O. C.
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(b) The official conducting the
preconstruction conference
shall designate someone to
record the minutes . Copies
of the minutes shall be sent
to the Equal Opportunity
Representative in the HUD
Area or Insuring Office and
to the appropriate staff in
the Area Office.
(c) The chairman of the pre-
construction conference
shall review the contract
piovisio.-is relating to
equal employment oppor-
tunity (hereafter "the
equal opportunity clause")
to assure that the require-
ments are fully understood and
that all hiring practices
will conform with these
provisions. The review
-
-shall include the following:
(1) Summary by LPA or LHA
representative (or IIUD
• Equal Opportunity
- Representative) of the
contractor's obligations
. to take positive action to
assure that his procedures
- provide for and that his
officers and employees
practice nondiscriminatory
actj.on in all employment
matters and of the contractor'
obligation to include the
equal opportunity clause in
all subcontracts except those
specifically exempted from
the recuirements of Executive
Order 11240.
KUl>-Wa»h., D. C
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(2)
(3)
Emphasis of the following
facts:;, (a) It is not
sufficient for a contractor
to assume that there is no
discrijnination in his organi-
zation siraply because there
have been no formal complaints
from applicants or employees;
(b) A contractor's affirmative
action program must include
actions suited to carry out
the principles listed in Form
HUD-907 and to show that the
top management of the company
will exert positive effort to
assure equal opportunity in
_employment; and (c) Executive
Order 11246 requires that the
contractor provide equal oppor-
tunity employment in "all aspects
of his employment. Although
primary emphasis will be given
to assuring that the require-
ments are met on construction
work performed under a HUD
assisted LPA contract, the
equal opportunity clause
applies to administrative,
supervisory, professional,
and clerical personnel as well.
Discussion of recruitment
sources normally used by the
contractor and of any problems
anticipated in obtaining a work
force from nondiscriminatory
employment sources. Discussion
of action to be taken by the
contractor or subcontractor
with respect to discruninatory
sources, including notification
of all appropriate state.
HUD-Wdah., D. C.
8000.6
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federal, or local agencies of
any illegal discriminatory
practices.
_
(4) Discussion of alternative
sources available to the
contractor or subcontractor
for obtaining skilled workers
including special training
programs. In this regard,
it is no excuse that a union
with which the contractor has
a collective bargaining
agreement failed to refer
minority employees. Discrimi-
nation in referral for employ-
ment, even if pursuant to
provisions of a collective
bargaining agreement, is
prohibited by the National
Labor Relations Act and
Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. It is the
longstanding and uniform
policy of the federal govern-
ment that contractors and
subcontractors have a responsi-
bility to provide equal
employment opportunity if
they want to participate in
HUD assisted construction
contracts.. To the extent
that contractors and
subcontractors have delegated
the responsibility for some
of their employment practices
or recruiting to some other
organization or agency v;hich
prevents them from meeting
their obligations pursuant
to Executive Order 1124&
(as amended) , they cannot
HUO-Wait.., D. C.
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be considered to be in
compliance with the Executive
Order or its -implementing
rules, regulations, or orders.
.
(5) If hiring is restricted by
agreements to members of a
union which illegally discrimi-
nates, the responsible official
conducting the preconstruction
conference shall report this
fact to the Equal Opportunity
Representative in the HUD
Area Office {or where appro-
priate to the Assistant Regional
Administrator for Equal
Opportunity)
.
(6) Statement by LPA or LHA
representative that all
contractors and subcontractors
will be subject to continuing
surveillance and that a
contractor or subcontractor will
be informed of any violations
. coming to the attention of the
administering agency, HUD
or any other federal agency.
Said contractor or sub-
contractor will be given
an opportunity to comply with
Executive Order 11246 voluntarily,
but sanctions may be imposed
if the contractor or subcontractor
fails or refuses to comply.
Follow-u p During Construction . Incident to regular
construction inspections, the LPA or LHA shall make
observations and general inquiries concerning con-
tractor compliance with the equal employment oppor-
tunity requirements and with the provisions of
their affirmative action programs. The LPA or LHA
HUD-Wa^h., D. C.
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J^rfonfn.''"''''' °^ ™° '° P^°^i<^-= «^^"- by which
S^satf.f^^°"'"""'^^'" ^° ^'^^ D=P«tment their
H^^^^ r^°" ^^^'^ ^^'^ °^ ^^ administration of
?o.jriLc7oS:erT !
^t.^rs"'^ r ^^-^^^^^
opport.n,t.^
-rjf^rs^L^"'^ ::Lf: j-L\n
vhic?a^eo°:pS-n\'if°t^^;^'-°" ^^ ^° *^ -nner°in^^^^"
if necessarv tn /!- P'^^P^'^^d and by assisting.
ThJ^tZ ^' ^^=5u<^^ng the coi^plaint to writinc
all cSuLt""^/"'^"'^ ^"^'^ i-.ediately fo^arl'«-Li omplaints under Executive Order 11245 to th»
Sual'oif%^^^'^'^"' "^^^«^^ Ad,.inistrator for
SShon^e'^nv^-eTo^'t- ^
^''''
^'^ ^'-'-' ^''^"-' ^-^^
in preparina th ^ '^^^^"<=y employee who assistedP pa mg e complaint, where applicable.
53. >mO MAY F TT.-P A COvpra-n-Trp cw.
went bv non^h
P°-icy ox equal opportunity in employ-
a^sLt / ^^ '°" ^"'^ subcontractors on HUD
be i:':^ hL":'ir''°" P^^^'^'^^- ^^^ person who
bo Bubjocted'c^ disc ""' '""^''''^ ='"=^^ °^ P--°» t- -
• Executive ordtr or"?" prohil^ited by the
or subcontracto; n "^' ^'^P^"^^'^ "^ ^"Y contractor
Proj^t or a'v i^ ''^ assisted construction
contr^c^or o^^
-PpUcant for employ^uent with such .
an autho°L. """^^^^^ractor may, personally or by
allejefd^c" "f:r'="'"''-^"' '^'^ ^ compfaint of
Order 11246
'^"''^^"°-"'
"" -i°lation of Executive
^^liS^; J^l^Tr-^ ^^ ^^^^- -^^ later
ruiii-
^^2i-^iiiaa_i£_£ii£jKlsd
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25.
by the Director, OFCC, or Contract Compliance
Officer upon good cause shown.
d. WHERE TO FIT.E . Complaints may be filed by mail or
in person at the LPA, I.HA, the HUD Central Office,
or at any HUD Regional, Area, /or FHA Insuring Office.
e. FORJ'l AND COCn'.';NT OF COMPLAINT . Each complaint shall
be in writing and shall include the name, address,
and telephone number of the complaining party; the
name of the person or contractor complained against;
a description of the acts giving rise to the
complaint; the date of the alleged discriminatory
action; any other pertinent information which will
assist in the investigation and resolution of the
complaints; such as the address and telephone number
of the respondent; the corrective action sought;
and the signature of the complaining party or of
his authorized representative.
f. Any LPA or LHA employee receiving a complaint of
alleged discrimination under Executive Order 11246
shall forward the same immediately to the appropriate
HUD Assistant Regional Administrator for Equal
Opportunity.
ITOMCOiMPLIANCE BY LPA OR LHA. Should the LPA or LHA
fail or refuse to comply with or to enforce any of the
statutory, regulatory. Executive Order, or contractual
requirements relating to equal employment opportunity,
the HUD Contract Compliance Officer shall notify the
LPA or LHA by registered or certified mail, return
receipt requested, that it has thirty days to take
appropriate action to remedy the noncompliance. If
the LPA or LHA fails to take action which would bring
it into compliance, the HUD Contract Compliance Officer
may invoke appropriate sanctions including, but not
limited to, one or both of the following:
a. HUD may refuse to consider pending or future
applications for additional financial assistance;
or
HUD-v;o»h.. D. C.
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b HUD may act to discontinue future annual contri-
butions to the LHA; except that: Those contributions
that have been pledged by the LKA as security for
the pay:nent of principal or interst on bonds or
other obligations issued pursuant to the Annual
Contributions Contract shall remain intact.
26 MISCELLfiKEOCS. The following infonr.ation relating to
ipecific provisions of the equal opportunity clause is
provided prir.arily to HtjXi personnel for the information
of the LPA or LHA, but may also be used in answering
-
questions raised by contractors or subcontractors.
a. Posters and Koticeg to Unions . The equal opportunity
clause provides that the LPA or LHA v.-ill furnish to
contractors a notice (Poster "HUD-eOV) v/hich the
contractors are required to post in conspicuous
places setting forth the provisions of Executive
Order 11246. A supply of the posters may be
obtained from the KUD Area or Regional Offices.
The LPA or LHA v/ill furnish a notice v.'hich the
contractor or subcontractor is required to send to
each labor union or other representative of workers
with v/hich he has a collective bargaining agreement
or similar understanding setting forth the contractor'
commitments under Executive Order 11246.
b. Reporting Requirements . The agency together v/ith
its prime contractors and subcontractors, will
furnish all information and reports required by
Executive Order 11246, as airicnded, and by the rules,
regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor or
the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development,
issued pursuant thereto, and will permit access to
their books, records, and accounts by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development and the-'- Secretary
of Labor for the purposes of investigating to
ascertain compliance v/ith such rules, regulations,
and orders.
Kyrj-wa.!h., r>, c. (^
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SECTION 3. FIIA INSURIl'IG OFFICES
HUD AREA OFFICES
27 PURPOSE These guidelines are designed to give
* di^ction to the insuring Office (10) and the HUD Area
Office (AO) in the planning and implementation of an
affirmative action compliance program as required by
Executive order 11246 (as amended). It is expected
that these guidelines v;ill provide for the idenfiti-
cation and analysis of problem areas inherent in
providing eraployir.ent opportunity on the basis of merit
and without discrimination because of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin and that they will
clarify the basic policies and procedures necessary for
effective uniform, and judicious enforcement of equal
employment opportunity standards. - -'
28. RrOPF. OF ACTIV/'ITY COVEPsED . "" All Federal contracts and
all~federally-assisted construction contracts resulting
from an 10 and AO Program are subject to the provisions
of Executive Order 1124& (as amended) and to the rules,
requlations, and orders of the Department of Labor and
of the Department of Housing and Urban Develocraent issued
pursuant thereto. The term "contract" as used herein
means any Federal contract or federally-assisted
construction contract and specifically includes any
agreement or modification thereof between any applicant,
recipient, sponsor, or contractor and a person for the
construction, rehabilitation, alteration, conversion,
extension, or repair of buildings or other improvements
to real property which is paid for in whole or in part
with funds obtained from HUD or borrowed on the credit
of HUD pursuant to any HUD program involving a grant,
contract, loan, insurance, or guarantee or which is
undertaken pursuant to any HUD program involving such
a grant, contract, loan, insurance, or guarantee^.
29. _ASSIGNMr.:3T OF RESP0KS I5 JLITY .
a. The Af-sistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity has
been designated as Contract Compliance Officer for
all 5IUD programs and for all HUD federally-assisted
HlO-Woph., O. C.
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ECOHOKIC DEVtLOPKEKT REPRESENTATIVE I . ' , Igg
04-00-1-021
I)EFImTIO^^ or wokk
rnis Is specialized public Information and contact vork in pronoting the
ecOTiOEilc development of the state.
Work involves the preparation and review of icforroatlon natcrial, booklets,
and materials to promote the ecouoclc development of Kansas. Work requires
the research, collection, evaluation, and co:r.pilat Ion of niaterial froa a
variety of sources. Considerable independence and creativity are e>:ercised in
the acconiplinhri'.ent of assigned tasks. Work is assigned and reviewed by a
professional or admlniscrative superior for accuracy, clarity, and public appeal.
EXAHPLES OF WORi: PEHFOHMED
Prepares and edits infonriational cateriol and publications to promote
Kansas economic development,
Resenrches and tonplles written and graphic material for the publication
of paophlcts and booklets and siallar material.
Ar required, represents the department at meetings and conferences for
travel, comcierciai, and industrial promotion.
Assists in the execi'Clon of rjajor promotion programs, by researching and
corupillnj; a variety of statistical and general economic data.
Porfonr.s related work as required.
REQUIRED KNOWLEDGES , ABILITIES. AKD SKILLS
Knowledges of the economic resources, industrial facilities, and operations
of Kansas.
Knowledge of the principles and practices of public information.
Ability to prepare and present general and technical data effectively,
orally and in writing.
Ability to establish and maintain effective working, relationships with
public and private officials, associates, and the general public.
EDUCATION AND rXPEF.TEN'CE ^
Graduation frr'm an accredited four year college or university; end experience
in the fields of industrial and economic development, retearch, planning, economics,
public relations, joumalis:n, or advertising.
R 10/^1
ECONOhaC PEVTXOPK^INT REPRESEN-rATIVf: II • ^^°
04-00-2-022
DEFINITIO fJ OF VORK
This Is advanced responsible public Infonr.ation and contact work In pro-
moting the econonilc development of the state.
Work Involves reEponoibllity for planning -ind executing varied programs
In an assigned function to promote the economic development of Kansas. iD^po-tant
aspects of the work include the collection, correlation, and effective pre-
sentation of data from a «lde variety of sources. Work may require the super-
vision of subordinate professional and clerical employees. Work requires the
exercise of Independent Judgment and orl£lnality In presenting infonr.ation and
._ideas. fcork Is assigned by an ai-alnlstracive superior who reviews work for
cfrecciveness.
EXAMPLES OF WOR.K PERFORMED
Collects, analyzes, correlates, and presents data and information topromote economic development in a major functional area, such as recreation
and tourism, coiracrce, aviation, and industry.
Represents Che Department of Economic Development in conferences and
meetings with private development groups and with governmental agencies toinitiate and maintain cooperative programs and activities.
Provides advice, assistance, and services to Kansas businesses and
commercial firms; and maintains liaison with Kansas business interests o^governmental agencies whose acti^/ities have a bearing on economic development
within the state,
Perforas related work as required.
REQUIRED KJ;KjLEDGES. ABILITIES, AND SKILLS
Considerable knowledge of the economic resources and Industrial facilities
and operations of Kansas; and the requirements and needs of business, and industry.
Considerable knowledge of the principles' and practices of advertising andpublic relations.
•=.H *^-J''>' ^^
prepare and present general and technical data, effectivelyand convincingly, both orally and in writing.
Ability to organize and carry out broad promotional projects and activities,
nubl.f f^^'^ f°
establish and m.alntaln effective working relationships withp blic and private officials, associates, and the general public.
EDUCATIOM A>;d EXPERIEtCE
^Irf^.^f^?'^""""".-^'"'"'
''" ""'^'^''^•i f°">^ year college or university; and con-
r llrch' IZZlnr "? ''''"^°' ^"^-'^'^^ -^^ economic developnen
"
esearc , planning, economics, puoilc relations. Journalism, or advertising.
R 10/71
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PIJkNNER I
04-00-1-001
DEFINITIQ?t 0? WORK
This 13 professional vork in the conduct
r^d promotion of local,
regloual. and state planning projects and programs.
work involves the collection, analysis. -<l'P"^7"^^°^. °^
^,,
applicable studies "---
^.-^/.^"regirnrirrd trlannlns'
XT^-r.: ^.^^ :i::i:ll.lTtu. ;pcciflc instructions on
Krolect objectives and general work ncthods, but e:
k-fforded the opportunity for Initiative and
indeper
carrying out project details. Technical assistance is
rroresslonal superior who reviews vork for
results obtained
EXAyJLES OF WORK PERTORXED
Collects and analyzes inforr.ation on economic
bases, population
histories and projections, social trend., land uses,
and other factors
related to economic development planning.
Provides infomation to groups interested in planning.
confers with other employees or state personnel f°"\^^^^^^\°^^^
planning work or interpreting the requirements
of work to be dona under
contract.
Prepares maps, charts, graphs or other Illustrative
material.
Reviews and processes applications for Federnl
Land r.nd Water
Conser.-ation Rmd Act Grants-in-Md Progray, f'"^iL^Mo^'oronol^ls
applicable rules and critera; prepares project application
proposa
and sgreecents; aad prepares necessary reports.
Perforns related vork as required.
REQUIRED n:P'-' ^^"'^'^ , 'BTLITIES. A.ND SKILLS
Knowledge of principles, practices, and objectives of co^-aunity
and
regional planning. /
toowledge of laws and regulations relating to cor^i^unity
and
regional planning.
Knowledge of methods and techniques used in the
analysis of la°d
use, population, economic base, public facilities, and
other subjects.
Ability to locate sources of basic statistical planning
iaforuatlon
end to collect and organize physical, social, econonlc.
legal, and
other data used in coi:^unity and regional planning.
XX2
PLANNER I (coat.)
04-00-1-001
Ability to establish nnd ualntolQ effective working relationships
vlth associates, superiors, public officials, and consultants.
Ability to review reports and contracts and to prepare and
present analyses. ^-
Abillty to express ideas effectively, orally and in writing.
EDUCATION A-Nn EXPERIE^ICE
Graduation from an accredited four year college or university;
supplccented by actalnKCnt of a casters degree in local or regional
planning, and scae experience' in local, regional, or state planning.
4/70
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' 04-00-2-002
DEFINITION OF WORK
This Is advanced professional vork In ^^,. ^^,.a . i
local, regional, and s.a.e plannl^s projcccfLr;;^:^L::f
''^°"°"°" °'
p.ese:::i^i^n^''::j-nts":: f^d :^L"f^^^^^ -^^--- -^
judg.en. and In ^^i^r^s e": L""^
-''"'f
^'"^ professional
and objectives Vo-' ?= .
^^<=-cised in carrying, out assigned projects
superlpr.-for cffe^iCeness! ' ^ " administrative and proLs^ional
EX^t'LES OF 1.'0r:< PETjrnB-.-Fn
ccn^^Uants
''' "'"^ """ P^^^i^^ili^y of planning reports of
r:^^^:^rz::^'^.:,i:::. '"^°^^"^-. "-^^^ -« p^^-s of
the K^^::rpar^^a:r^f:::^::3i^,--:-—"-- -"-"- ^-
Performs related vork as required.
organl^^S'Slcaft-l-l 1 ''= f ='f ^"^== °^ "^^-^^"S and -
co=nu„ity%L^eglonal pian^lns!'"'""''^' ''^^^'' '^"' "'"^ '^^^ ""<< i"
Considerable kr.D-.7lec;"c of lai.-.- -,n,i - „ i ^
.stabiis.,.ent of Pl-vnlng^o:Ls:;;nrand1:•:c^t°u:lt:':r"^ '° ^^=financing. tci.jnunlcy planning and
costs^'J^'JL'flnXlr'^rrr'^''"" ^"' '""^•= '""^ = - construction
and craltV facmties?""'""""' ''-l^ionships. land uses.
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PLANNEk II (cone.)
-W-00-2-C02
Ability to establish and raalntalr. effective working relation-
ships with associates, public officials, and consultants.
Ability to review detailed and complex cociEunlty plans and to
recomxend cction.
Ability to express ideas effectively, orally, and in writing.
" EDUCATION AND e:^ERIEN'C5 ' 1-. .'. '
Graduation fron an accredited four year college or university;
Eupp3e3-.cnted by attalnr.ent of a naster;; degree in local or regional
planning, and considerable experience in local, regional, or state
planning. "" ....
«/70
' ^'imirr,^^'
DIRECTOR, DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
04-00-9-OAl
DEFINITION OF WORK
This is adrdnistrativG and professional vorV: In directing and
coordinating the pror.oclon and conduct of local,_ regional, and state
planning projects and prograns.
Work Involves supervising and participating In the collection,
analysis, and presentation of studies, reports, and related data to
encourage and assist in the Ir.pleuientation of varied and comprehensive
local, regional, and state planning progranis and projects. Work is per-
fornod vithin the franework of broad administrative policies and federal
and state lavs and regulations. Work is reviewed for overall effective-
ness of assigned prograi.is by an administrative superior througli conferences
and reports.
EX>.}g'LES OF WORK PEF-FOKiED
Plans, organizes, directs, and controls all activities of a major
planiiing division, which are directed toward stlraulating and providing
assistance in the ir.plenentation and conduct of local or regional plan-
ning programs and the coordination of state planning and programraing
activities.
Kccomaends budgetary and personnel rcqulrenents, and determines
operating policies.
Attends conferences, gives speeches, end cooperates with groups or
individuals to procotc planning prograiss.
Advises and assists local governments, planning commissions,
agencies, officials, or citizens concerning ploimlng.
Examines and evaluates the progress of planning prograas and makes
appropriate recommendations for their improvement.
Perfonas related work as required.
REQUIRED KNO^IEDGE S. /^ILITIES, AND SKILLS
Thorough knw/ledge of the principles, practices, and objectives
of cosaounity planning.
lliorough knowledge of the techniques of collecting and organizing
physical, social, economic, legal, and other data used In cosr-.unity and
regional planning.
lliorough knowledge of laws and regulations relating to the estab-
lishipcnt of planning coruiissions and to coaaunity planning and financing.
Thorough knowledge of the organizational otructure and progress of
Btatc agencies.
Considerable knowledge of Management principles and practices.
KT PLMINING (cont.) ^^*DIRECTOR, DEVF-LOPffiK UU
04-00-9-041
Ability to Instruct others in community planning principles and
practices.
Ability to plon, coordinate and review the work of professional
"- aaslstonla.
Ability to establish and naintaln effective vorking relationships
vith associates, consultants, public officials, and the public.
_
-
- /
t Ability to analyze complex planning and procrarcjidng problcns and
. prescribe suitable courses of action.
'i.^
--Ability to express ideas effectively, both orally and in writing.
.- EDUq'.'flGH AND EXFERIEtiCE
'-. Graduation from an accredited four year college or university,
Bupplemented by attainnent of a masters degree in local or regional
planning; and extensive experience in local, regional, or state planning,
^dcdudiug experience in a supervisory capacity.
4/70
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STATE PLMKJING COOFOJIKATOR
04-00-9-061
DEFINITION OF WORX
This 1e professional planning and progrscaing and supervisory
vork in coortiinatlng functional planning activities of state govem-
nenc agencies.
_
Work Involves responsibility for coordinating and prcvrtding
professional advice and direction in the definition, interpretation,
and integration of state planning and programing objectives, tech-
niques, and f.othods. Kork includes the design of specific projects in
the Kansas planning progran; the interpretation of the inter-relation-
ships of the functional planning of the various state agencies; and the
production of planning studies and reports for the Legislature, Governor,
agency personnel, and public users. Supervision is exercised over a
professional staff, Vork is performed vlthln the framework of broad
administrative policies and is rcvicved by a professional adainistrative
superior through conferences and reports.
EXAMPLES OF KORIC PERTOKMED
Designs projects utilizing resources of state agencies to coordinate
planning efforts; prepares required applications for federal projects.
Provides professional advice ^nd direction to state agencies in
prosecution of work under contract.
Preparec and delivers speeches to groups of citizens, legislators,
and state officials to explain the purposes and results of state plan-
ning efforts.
Supervises a staff collecting and anlyzing, planning, and progran-
silng information, and preparing or reviewing planning reports.
Selects and directs the work of technical consultants retained for
specialized studies of the planning program.
Performs related work as required.
REQUIRED KNO',.TEDGES , ABILITIES, A.TO SKILLS
Thorough knowledge of the organi:;atioaal structure of otata.
government.
Thorough knowledge of the economic -nd structural relationships of
State agencies .^.nd prograrr.s.
Considerable knowledge of the laws and regulations governing the
Operation of state agencies.
i
Ability to analyze complex planning and programming problems and
prescribe euitable courses of action.
Ability to plan and supervise the work of professional assistants.
STATE PLAKNING fcoOREIliAtOR (cont'.)
04-00-9-061
' l;J
Ability to establish and maint.Tln effective working relationships
with associates, consultants, public officiiils sjid the public.
Ability to express ideas effectively, both orally and in writing.
EDUCATION A>;i) E-XPERIENCE .
'
Graduation fron an accredited college or. university with major
course work in public ad=lniscraclon, political science, or related
field; and extcjisive experience in planning and prograiaoing, Including
experience in a supervisory or administrative capacity.
A/ 70
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ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DEPART.'CNT OF ECONOMIC DEVEL0P>2;CT
04-00-9-081
DEFINITION OF WORK
This is adnlnlstratlve and professional work assisting in the
nanagcry^n t of the DepartnenC of Economic Developi-icnt.
Work involves responsibility for assisting the Director of Economic
Development in planning work r.cthods; organizing and coordinating work
«ctivitics; and reviewing all program results. Work includes planning,
organizing, and carrying out assigned pronotional activities; conduct-
ing studies and EOetings and reporting progress; and performing respon-
.
elble public contact and related duties to further the ccononlc
'
devclopr.ent of the state. Work involves the exercise of considerable
independent adnlnlstratlve and professional judg=ient within established
policies, rules, and regulations. Work Is reviewed by the Director for
effectiveness and results obtained.
EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFOR>ED
Receives a variety of broad adrdnistrative and professional assign-
nients from the Director; confers with the Director about prograrss and
objectives; plans and assigns activl.ties to subordinates; resolves prob-
lems encountered; and analyzes and reports progress.
Assists in department budget preparation; analyzes budget proposals
end makes recoraendations on actl'^ty expenditures; plans the physical
facilities oi the office and develops office procedures; participates
in the Eielection and placement of new e-iployees.
Delivers speeches to public groups and cieotings on economic develop-
ment .
Plans and arranges meetings and conferences; plans, researches,
writes, and designs or supervises the layout of handbooks, brochures,
guidebooks, and bulletins.
Perfcrnis related work as required.
RF.QUIPJD KJOifLEDGES , ABILITIES. AND SKILLS
Extensive knowledge of the econOEiically inportant facilities and
resources of Kansas and of general industrial and economic operations,
requlreoients, and trends.
Thorough knowledge of the principles and practices of business
administration, advertising, and public relations.
Knowledge of local, regional, and state planning activities and
programs.
»
Knowledge of the structure and operation of state gcvemcent.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DEPARTHEMT CF ECONOHIC DEVELOPMENT (cont.) .
04-00-9-031
; .
• ;V", V
Ability to establish and maintain effective vorking relationshipa
with representatives of business and govornnent, consultants, associates,
and the public.
Ability to cciaciunicate effectively, orally and in writing.
AblJlty to plan and supervise professional eirployees.
Skill in gathering and presenting data and inforaation and in Its
objective analysis and application. '
EDUCATION AND £:vPERIENCE
Graduation fron an accredited four year college or university, with
major course work in business administration, econo=ilcs, or political
science; and considerable experience in industrial and economic develop-
ment, management, promotional, or public relations work, including ex-
perience In a supervisory or administrative capacity.
4/70
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CLEKK TYPIST II
121
00-00-2-042
PEFINITION Of WORK
This Is skilled typing and varied clerical work which involves'
moderately conplcx work methods and probleriS.
Work Involves skilled typing and varied clerical work and is
distinguished by the more varied and complex typing and clerical assign-
ments which may include the pcrforr^ance of limited secretarial duties.
Work normally' Involves the application of some -initiative and independent
judgment to procedural questions which are encountered, although deci-
sions made arc limited by established precedents and departmental policies.
The variety and difficulty of the work differs among positions, but where
work is more repetitive, there is an added responsibility for finality of
action. Guidance and direction may be regularly provided to a small group
of employees assisting on more routine details. Until the more difficult
phases of work are learned, the employee works under fairly close super-
vision, but thereafter detailed instructions are received only wiien changes
in procedure are made. Advice normally js available relative to u'lusual
or difficult matters.
EXAJIPI.ES OF KORIC PERFOR.MEO
Sets up and types from copy, rough draft, dictating nachine, or
general Instructions, forms, accounting and financial statements, letters,
payrolls, receipts, medical records and case histories, vouchers, depart-
mental reports, permits, stencils, masters or other materials.
' Com.poses and types form letters and other routine correspondence, and
prepares rough draft report narratives and tabulations.
Provides guidance and direction to a group of clerical subordinates
perforiTiing routine clerical work.
Maintains less complex accounting, financial, and cost records where
no technical knowledge is required but where frequent procedural problems
arise; prepares or checks payrolls, vouchers, requisitions, and purchase
orders; maintains personnel, financial, and similar records.
Provides Infonnation to other employees and the public, applying the
knowledge of departmental rules, regulations, and procedures.
Checks forns for accuracy and makes moderately complex or varied
calculations, adjustments, and tabulations.
Receives and checks office supplies against requisitions, dispenses
materials,. and keeps perpetual inventory records.
Operates various types of standard office equipment.
J
Performs related work as required.
CLERK TYPIST II (cone.) j^22
00-00-2-042 ..:'
REQUiRKD kno'.;li:uges
.
/jiiLiTiES, a:i'j skills
Knowledge of modem office practices, proceduics, and equlpnent.
Knowledge of business English, spelling, and arUhnecic.
Some knowledge of departr.encal rules, pro'cedui
,.,, and functions.
Ability to set up and type a variety of accounting, statistical,
and financial statements, letters, special records,
.ind' reports.
Ability to laaintaln r.oderately cor.iplex clerical reports, and to
prepate detailed reports from sucli records.
Ability to make cdnor decisions in accordance with precedents
and regulations, and to apply these to work situations.
Ability to make relatively cor.plex arlthnetic.il computations and
tabulations accurately and with reasonable speed.
Ability to plan, assign, and supervise the work of a small group
of employees performing routine and repetitive clerical work.
Ability to understand and follow moderately coinpiex oral and
written directions.
Ability tc establish and maintain effective woiljnc relationships
with other employees and the public.
.
Skill in the operation of a typewriter.
EDUCATION AUD EXFERIENCE
Graduation from high school, including or suppl..„,ented by courses
in typing; and experience in typing and general cletical work.
4/70
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00-00-2-062
DEFIlUTIO;i OF V'OPJ;
This !<= varied clerical vork wi.lch Involves
moderately complex
vork rmthods ond problems and includes taking and
transcribing oral
dictation. •"
Work Involves takinr, and transcrlhlns oral dictation
and is dis-
tinguished by the more varied and complex stcnor.raphic
and clerical
Is^Irnments uhich may include the pcrfon^.ance of
limited secretarial
duties. V;ork normally involves the application of
some initxatxve and
independent judgment; however, decisions -^^^^^
.-"^^^^^r/.^f f/
.
by established precedents and departmental
policies. The variety and
difficulty of the work may differ amonp. positions-,
but where work is
';"
repetitive, there is an added responsibility for
finality of action.
Guidance and di;ection m.ay be provided to a few
employees --;;^-f'
°^
Lre routine details. Until the more difficult P'>"" "/^^"^/^
learned thp em.ployee works under close supervision,
but thereafter
detailed instructions are received only when changes
in P"-^-"^"^
mde. Advice is nor7.>ally available relative to unusual
or di.iicult
matters.
EXAJffLES OF WORK PEOTOErED
Takes and transcribes oral dictation on <=°""P™'^^""' j;";^^" '
.^es
reports, manuals, and related materials; occasionally
types ana transcrib
minutes of meetings and conferences.
Opens and distributes mail; assembles related
material
^^l^l^J^J
supervisors in answering mail; may answer routine
inquiries requirluE
minor interpretations of laws, rules, and
regulations.
Provides guidance and direction to a group of
clerical subordinates
performing routine stenographic and clerical work.
Screens telephone calls and visitors, handles
'^"""i"?' b"t not
nccessarilv routine matters, and refers through
proper channels those
"hlch cannot be handled; assists visitors in filling
out forms and
applications; provides information on departmental'
services and functions.
Gathers material for special reports, forms, and
summaries at the
request of sunerlors, frequently checking against a
variety of records
in order to secure complete and accurate
information.
Maintains less complex accounting, fiscal, and related
records
where limited technical knowledge is required; prepares
or checks pay-
rolls , vouchers . requisitions, and 'purchase orders;
maintains personnel,
financial, and similar records.
t Checks forms for accuracy and makes moderately complex
or varied
calculations, adjustments, and tabulations.
CLERK STL-N'OCPuVPllIilt II {=,oat.) ' ^^^
00-00-2-062
Receives and checks office supplies against vequlsitlons, dispenses
natcrials, and keeps perpetual^ inventory records.
Operates various types of standard office equipment.
Performs related wort; as required.
requiri:d K::o'.n.KDGES . abilities, a>!ii skills
Knowledge of nodem office practices, procedures and equlpmcnC.
Knowledge of business Englisli, spelling, and punctuation.
Some knowledge of departmental rules, procedures, and functions.
Ability to take and transcribe oral dictation at a normal speaking
rate and in typing accurately from rouj;h draft or plain copy.
Ability to make arithmetic computations ar;d tabulations vjith speed
and accuracy.
Ability to understand and follow moderately complex oral and
written instructions.
Ability to assign, supervise, and review the work of clerical
subordinates.
Ability to compose routine letters and memoranda without dictation.
Ability to receive calls and make proper disposition of problems.
Ability to make minor decisions in accordance with department
precedents and regulations, and to apply the.se to work problems.
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships
with other employees and the public.
Skill in stenography and typing.
EDUCATION AND EX.pERIE::CE
Graduation from high school, including or supplemented by courses
in stenography and typing; and experience in general clerical work.
4/70
SECRETAliV I
00-00-1-OSl
DEFI.nTION' OF V.'ORi;
This Is varied ?!cc-retarial v;ork involving the performance of delegated
administrative details.
Work Involves performing general secretarial duties for the head
of a snail to nediun sized departncnt or otlicr con'.parable acli^inistrative
official and for relieving them of routine administrative details.
Work requires the exercise of initiative, independent iudgtr.ont, and
discretion in handling delegated adnlnistrative details, and the per-
.fomiance of various clerical duties. Work nay involve supervisory and
office nanagcnent responsibilities. Instructions are received froiri an
administrative superior on nei; assignnents and policy matters, and advice
and assistance are nomally available. Work is reviewed upon completion
for adherence to established policies, procedures, and results obtained.
EX/'j-iPLEs OF ''ofj: PTRFn^^:l^:D
Relieves an administrative superior of routine administrative details
such as; requisitioning or ordering supplies and equipment; checking
operating reports for accuracy and conformance to policies and standards;
maintaining budgetary status information; assisting in preparing agendas
for meetings and conferences.
Types correspondence and other materials from dictating machine,
copy, or shorthand notes; takes minutes of meetings or conferences in
shorthand or by other means, and prepares drafts of proceedings; co.~iposos
and types routine letters, notices, and other material.
Supervises a small group of clerical employees performing routine
to moderately complex clerical v;ork; informs clerical personnel of changes
in office policies, procedures, and rules; relays instructions and
messages of supervisor. ' " -
Interviews, screens, and refers callers, answers various inquiries
personally, and provides infor:nation on departmental services and functions;
maintains appointment schedules.
Compiles and completes data for administrative and public reports,
bulletins, questionnaires, and other documents; prepares moderately
complex v.'or'i-. sheets and tables from standardized raw data, and makes
varied arithmetical computations on material assembled; establishes and
maintains filing systems.
Maintains various records on office activities such as personnel,
purchasing, and travel expenses.
Performs related work as required.
•^
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REQUIRED IC.'OVI.KDCES
,
AP.TLITirS, AND SillLLS
Considerable knowledge of Kecrecarial practices and procedures.
Knov.'lcdj-e of business Enf.lish, spellini;, ;ind punctuation, arithmetic,
and vocabulary. 1.
Knowledge of modern office practices, procedures, and equipment.
Some knowledge of general agency operations and organizations.
Ability to develop, lay out, and install clerical procedures and
operations from general instructions, and to plan, assign, and coordinate
the work of a moderate sized clerical staff.
Ability to naintain office records and to prepare accurate reports.
Ability to prepare effective correspondence on routine matters
and to perfom routine office management details vithout referral to a
supervisor,
_
Ability to maintain effective working relationships with other
employees and tlie public and to deal with public relations problems
courteously and tactfully,
EDUCATION' i^Tn expfp.ie::ce
Graduation fror;i high school, Including or suppienented by courses
in secretfirial science; and experience in progressively responsible
clerical or secretarial work.
4/70
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definitio:j of work
This is responsible and varied secretarial work involving the
performance of delegated administrative details.
Work involves the responsibility for providing, secretarial services
to the head of a snail to medium sited state agency-, hoard, or comparable
administrative official, and relieving, them of administrative details.
Work may also Involve providing legal secretarial services; and super-
visory and office manar.cment responsibilities. Other characteristics
of this class that distinguish it from that of Secretary I are the
requirement of greater knowledge of overall orf.anlzatlonal operations
and policies, and greater responsibility inherent in the assigned tasks.
The degree of supervision received varies among positions, but generally
work is not subject to detailed review with certain delegated tasks
performed without any administrative review.
EXAJIPLES OF WORK PF.RFOR.'tE0
Performs a variety of office administrative tasks in relieving a
superior of administrative details; participates in preparing budgets
and maintains budgetary accounts; organizes, assigns, and supervises
the work of a small office staff; establishes and maintains files; plans
and maintains an adequate supply of office materials and supplies;
relays complex and important instructions and m.essages.
Maintains appointment schedules; makes travel arrangements; provides
detailed responses to information requests about programs and activities.
Attends board meetings and conferences and takes minutes; composes
drafts of proceedings; prepares agenda in accordance with established
practices and com.piles materials in preparation thereof; conducts follow-
up actions.
Prepares correspondence in accordance with established policies;
types or directs the typing of a variety of materials, including reports
for reproduction and wide distribution.
Serves as a legal secretary; takes and transcribes dictation of a
legal nature; types legal documents and correspondence; performs limited
legal research.
Performs related work as required.
REQUIRED K:;0'.JLEI)r,F.S . ABILITIES. A-ND SKILLS
Considerable knowledge of secretarial practices and procedures.
Considerable knowledge of business English, spelling, arithmetic,
and vocabulary.
-'
,
SECRHTARY II (Cont.)
. l^
00-00-2-082 ' ' ' »
Considerable knowledge of modern office cquipnent, practices, and
procedures.
Knowledge of general agency operations and organization.
Ability to make noderately complex decisions in accordance u-ith
established policies and procedures.
Ability to maintain cor.plox office records and to prepare accurate
reports.
Ability to prepare effective correspondence on r.oderately complex
matters and to perform office mcnagencnc details v;itliout referral to a
supervisor.
Ability to maintain effective XTOrking relationships uith other
employees and the public and to deal with public relations problens
courteously and tactfully,
EDUCATION f-2m EXPERIENCE
Graduation from high school, including or supplemented by courses
in secretarial service; and considerable experience in progressively
responsible clerical or secretarial work.
4/70
4..
STOR£KEE!'ER I
00-02-1-001
PEFIHITIQN OF WORK ' '
This Is routine nanual and clerical work in stock handling and
simple stores record keeping.
Work involves the receipt, storage, calntenance, and Issuance
of supplies, materials, and equipment. Work ordinarily includes the
keeping of simjile stores records, and iiay involve the supervision of
student, patient, or innate help. Enployees In this class cay r.ct.
as assistants to a senior storekeeper or other er^ployecs of higher
rank, or nay be in ch/irge of a s:3all storerooni housing supplies of
lltalted vf.rlcty and voluTie. Duties frequently Involve considerable
nanual and clerical work and nay involve typing and deli%-ery
ectivlties. Ei-.ployees moke minor decisions on work rr.ethods and work
lo carefully reviewed by a superior and through periodic inventory
audita.
EXAKPLES OF KORK PERrOR.M"D
Receives, unpacks, and stores goods and supplies in proper
Storage pieces; cleano quarters and keeps stock in order.
Fills requisitions and wraps packages and boxes for thipaent.
Assists In the operation of an institutional canteen.
Kay operate a typewriter in preparing reports and correspondence.
Performs various tasks in cheniotry or other laboratories, such
as nixing chemical solutions, repairing glass, apparatus, cleaning
equipment, and distributing apparatus to students.
Performs related work as required.
REQUIP^D KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, A>rD SKILLS
Some knowledge of storekeeping methods and practices.
Ability to cake simple arithmetical computations and to keep
simple records.
Ability to carry out oral and written instructions.
Good physical condition, strength, and agility.
EDUCATION' /J;D EXPERIEN'CE
Graduation from high school.
»
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RESEARCH M:AlVsT I
00-06-1-001
DEFINITION CF WORK
This Is professional vork In co.,plllng.
analyzing, interpreting.
.
.„d reporting statistical, econoaic. or
adcinistr.tive data.
t u„„ ^•r'rr.-rr- HrTc^lninE mean, cedlan, node, or aiicnraes-ii.
through conferences and reports.
EXA>ffLES OF WORK PERFORHF.D
n-rofa^d i^;^:iinr-L:r:xi:ting p^rogla.s and in
developing and
Implccientinr. new programs.
Gathers data fro» original sources ^^^^^^^^^,::^:^Zr..Uc
special for^s, routine reports, and by
interview ^pplies.t^
for correcting errors of saupling. errors ^f/""f^"S.
dc.er..lning
deviations, measures of central tendency,
."^nd ether statistical
Assembles lnfor:.ation fro:n local indnstrles
concerr^lng
^^Pl^J-f
'
unemplo^ent. wages, length of work week, hiring
channels, migration
patterns, and other labor and economic
inforr^ation.
Conducts and analyzes special studies -''"^"'^ °^ ^f^f ^ ^^^r
federal or state govcm^^ent, state agencies or
institutions.
private or public organizations.
.upervis^s a small staff of clerical employees
engaged in perfonaing
various s"b-professional statistical, analysis,
and related duties.
Prepares and naintains necessary records and
reports.
rerfoms related work as requlicd.
prnilTRRD K.NO'JLF.DGES, ABILITIES . PHO SKILLS
Knowledge if statistical, econonlc . and ada>lnistrative
principles
an'd laethods.
Knowledge of the principles .nd methods used in ^^%"^^"^^^^°;,,^^
analysis, and presentation of statistical, economic,
and adninistrat.ve
data.
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JALYST I (cont.)RESEARCH AN (
00-06-1-001
Ability to group data to obtain accurate neasurea of central tendency,
ncesurea of dispersion, and to conduct studies of correlation.
Ability to exercise judgnent in collecting statistical, econonic,
and administrative data and in writing narrative -interpretations.
Ability to establish and caintnin effective relationships' with fellow
employees, adninisCrative officials, and the public.
EDUCATION Am EXPEP.IE'iCr.
Graduation from an accredited four year college or university, with
major courne vork In statistics, econonics, mathematics, public or
business adiainistration, or a related field.
A/70
IKFORHATICNAL WKITER I
00-06-1-201
This 1« »p*cl»llre<l vork In the ccteposltlcm and editing of
Inforcstloaal caterlals to promote state agency, or institution
activities with the public.
Work Involves responsibility for the eppllcatlon of professional
journalistic techniques to writing and editing catcrlals desigr.ed to
further public understanding of the objectives, functions, and accoc-
plichcents of particular departcents, acencies, or Institutions. Work
Includes obtaining inCorcatlon through interviews and source material,
and for directing the printing and other operntions incidental to pub-
lication. Although the subjects covered nay be of a varied nature,
the Eoterial does not ordinarily involve Interpretation of highly con-
troversial, technical, or otherwise complex subject natter. Guidance
and direction cay be given to subordinate technical and clerical em-
ployees. Kork is performed under the supervision of technical or
Ednd-nistrative superiors, and is reviewed for authenticity and tedmical
correctness.
. EXJ^HPLES OF UORK FERFOlL'-gD
Confers with superiors, department heads, and other administrative
officials in regard to material to be prepared and style of presen-
tation; gathers infcn-ation through interview or source catcrial; pre-
pares and arranges for distribution of news releases, painjialets, and
Articles.
Edits articles for reports; writes or edits speeches on assigned
topics for delivei-y by depertcental officials; conducts research on
assigned topics.
Prepares spot announcements and scripts for radio and television
Gtations.
Supervises the preparation, production, and distribution of in-
foncational Eaterlal; reads printers' galley proofs to elininate errors.
Prepares tnd f.alntalnn necessary records and reports.
Performs related work as required.
REQUIRED !U;cy.T.EDGES, ABILITIES. AXD SKILLS
Thorough knowledge of English usage, including gransiar, punctua-
tion, end spelling.
Conriderable kncF.;ledge of journalistic principles and of the
techniques of planning, co:q>03ing, and editing reports, bulletins, and
other catcrials.
Ability to prepare interesting and InforECtive news articles and
press releases and to edit routine naterlal.
• IKFORMATIOMAL WRtTER 1 (cont.) ^33
00-06-1-201
Ability to supervise related clerical procedures^
Ability to naintaln effective relations with departmental
officials, eoployeea, and the public.
EDUCATI OK A.NT) CXPERIENXE
Graduation fron an accredited four year college or university,
vlth tasjor couree worlt in English, joumaliam or related field,
and experience In joumalisn, public relations, or related field.
4/70
C^
IHFOnMATIONAL WRITER II
00-06-2-202
DEFINITION OF WORK
'
This le advanced work In the conpoeltlon and editing of
Infornatlonal caterlflls Co proaoce state agency or institution
activities with the public. f
Work Involves the responsibility for preparing and dissenlnatlng
Infornetlonal cateriala which involve subject natter of highly con-
troversial, technical* or varied ciiaractcr. Work involves responsi-
bility for assisting and advising superiors on infornatlonal progracs
and related public relations activities. Supervision nay be exercised
over subordinate technical and clerical e-ployees. Work is perforned
with considerable discretion in planning progranis and developing work
nieChcxJo, and is reviewed by an adainletrative superior for ccnfonaicy
vith departmental policies.
EX/JffLES OF WORK PERFORMED
Writes or edits speeches, news releases, radio and television
ecrlpts, and other nateriels, v:hich involve subject icatter of highly
controversial, technical, or varied character.
Prepares special reports of a difficult nature as assigned; dis-
tributes news releases and keeps newspapers tupplied with InforEatlonal
Itens concerning cepartmontal activities.
Interviews departisent heads and enployees in the gathering of data
and attends conferences of departnental officials in regard to public
relatione activities; anEv;erE letters end requests for infonr.atlon on
departnental activities,
Superxrlses the preparation of informational aaterial by subordinate-
technical and clerical employees.
Prepares and tnalntalnn necessary records find reports,
Perforos related work as required.
REQUIRED IJ.'OVrLEDCFS, ABILITIES, ^JD SKILLS
Thorough knowledge of JournallBtic principles and practices lond
of Dodcrn public relations techniques and procedures.
Thorough knowledge of English usage end of the rcqulrenents of
press and radio publication.
Ability to conduct correspondence and interviews with persons
desiring infonr.atloa and to interpret dcpartricntal programs and
activities effectively.
Ability to prepare interesting and informative news articles in-
volving controversial, tedinical, or ccizplcx subject natter.
135
INFOR>IATIOKAL VP.ITKR II (cont.)
0O-06-2-202
Ability to eupcrviae the work of other enployees.
Ability to establish and naintain effective relations vlth
departmental officials, enployees, and the public.
EDUCATION ACT EXPERIENCE
Graduation from an accredited four year college or unlveroity.
with tcajor course vork in English, joumalisu, or related field;
and considerable experience in Journalise, public relations, or re-
lated field.
4/70
APPENDIX VIII
STATE OF KANSAS ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
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FOOTNOTES
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Center Guidebook For Public Employers (V.'ashington: National Civil
Service League, National Program Center For Public Personnel
Management 1973), p. vi
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2
The Project on the Status and Education of Women,
"Summary of Federal Policy Concerning Twenty-Five Affirmative
Action Issues in Employment," Association of American Colleges
Bulletin (November, 1972), p. 1.
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And Local Government," Judicial Mandates For Affirmative Action ,
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